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PREFACE 
 
 This study reflects an ongoing commitment of the Oklahoma City Community Foundation in 

support of parks and other aspects of the beautification of the city.  This commitment has involved the 

application of the Foundation's financial and technical resources.  These resources have been enhanced 

greatly by a 1991 private donation creating in the Foundation the Margaret Annis Boys Trust whose sole 

purpose is the beautification of public lands in Oklahoma County. 

 In early 2010, Oklahoma City University's Economic Research & Policy Institute was 

commissioned by the Foundation to prepare the Oklahoma City Park System Study focusing on three 

principal goals. 

Goal 1: An assessment of the current park system of the City of Oklahoma City, with emphasis 
on the role of parks in the municipal fiscal setting; the city's economic and demographic 
characteristics and their significance for park facilities; and the parks' safety and security as 
indicated by crime statistics.  

 
Goal 2: An assessment of the city's park system within the context of a widely-used set of seven 
measures of an excellent system developed by the nationwide Trust for Public Land.   

 
Goal 3: A review of the operational costs of the newly-renovated Myriad Botanical Gardens, the 
Bicentennial Park, and the proposed Central Park; an examination of how increases in park-
related costs will be absorbed into the city's budget—a budget challenged by long range pressures 
of a revenue/expenditure gap.   
 

 Undertaking this study is particularly important within the context of the recent history of 

Oklahoma City.  The story of the renaissance of the central core of Oklahoma City is by now familiar, not 

only within the city itself, but also across the nation.  Since the early 1990s, there has been substantial 

new capital investment in the core area including Bricktown, the Oklahoma Health Center, and the 

Oklahoma River.  The city's sales tax-financed MAPS 1 initiative of public infrastructure investment in 

the central core has been supplemented by substantial private spending.  Further public investment is 

guaranteed during the next decade by the recently-approved MAPS 3 program.  The MAPS for Kids 

initiative (MAPS 2) has literally rebuilt the Oklahoma City Public School System.    
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Given the central core's prominence, it is especially critical that the city continue to maintain 

balance in services in the near and distant suburbs.  Areas within the city experiencing most rapid recent 

population growth are in the far northwest and far southern suburbs.  Exciting park developments in the 

Myriad Botanical Gardens and the emerging "Core to Shore" area must not be associated with 

deteriorating parks and beautification programs elsewhere. Such imbalance would not go unnoticed either 

within or without the city and could offset the positive impressions gained as a result of the downtown 

renaissance. 

Staff work for the Oklahoma City Park System Study was led by principal investigator Dr. Steven 

C. Agee, Professor of Economics and Interim Dean, Meinders School of Business, Oklahoma City 

University.  Additional research input was provided by Dr. Larkin Warner, Professor Emeritus, Oklahoma 

State University.  Several scholars at the Oklahoma City University Economic Research and Policy 

Institute gained experience and added greatly to the quality of the study.  This included extensive work 

throughout the entire project by OCU Institute Scholars; Alexis M. Caron and Joel Cranmer.  In addition, 

Institute Scholars Hannah Grayson and Nic Jewell participated in site visits to many of the parks in 

Oklahoma City and the compilation of data and pictures from the one hundred and thirty-six parks that 

were studied. Special analysis of crime statistics was undertaken by Dr. Jonathan Willner, Professor of 

Economics, Oklahoma City University.   

 This study is the result of applied research which benefitted greatly from the enthusiastic 

cooperation of staff of the City of Oklahoma City, including the City Manager's office, selected members 

of the City Council, and key department directors and other staff from departments including Finance, 

Planning, and Parks and Recreation.  Special thanks go to Larry Ogle, Associate Director of the 

Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department for his input, advice and data resources. It is 

emphasized that, in these days of concern over governmental "transparency," the city maintains a well 

organized and easily accessible web site with extensive coverage of reports and actions and the full 

publication of significant documents such as the annual budget.  Important comparative fiscal data was 

provided by the Oklahoma Municipal League.  Demographic and economic data for the city's wards was 
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provided as a result of special analyses by the Economic Research staff of the Greater Oklahoma City 

Chamber of Commerce. 

Brian Daugherty of the Oklahoma City Community Foundation's staff contributed greatly with 

his professional skills as a landscape architect and also with his extensive knowledge of the recent history 

of parks and beautification activities in central Oklahoma.   

It is emphasized that the conclusions reached in this Oklahoma City Park System Study are those 

of the research staff and should not be attributed to any of the many individuals who provided advice and 

assistance as the work progressed.     

     

        Steven C. Agee, Ph.D. 

 

Meinders School of Business 
Oklahoma City University 
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Chapter 1:  Overview and Statement of Objectives for the Study 
 

 Although the City of Oklahoma City was not officially incorporated until May 23, 1890, 

perhaps no other “soon to be city” had a more spectacular beginning.  On April 21, 1889, the 

present site of Oklahoma City was prairie land surrounding a Santa Fe railroad station. This land 

had been designated as a town site by presidential proclamation, opening the central portion of 

Indian Territory and the following day, at noon on April 22, 1889, thousands of settlers 

commenced “the run” that, by nightfall, had produced a tent city of an estimated 10,000 people.   

 Subsequently, the fathers of the fledgling city drafted incorporation documents and the 

City Charter was adopted in 1893.  As a portion of that City Charter, Ordinance Number 135, 

adopted on July 15, 1893, established the Office of Park Commissioner.  It appears that the first 

public park in Oklahoma City was in the “Military Addition,” and the newly ordained Park 

Commissioner was given the “authority, and it shall be his duty to arrest any person who may be 

found cutting the trees, bushes, shrubs or fence or in any manner damaging, or camping upon 

said park, or defacing any signs or notices put up in said parks, or in any way damaging the 

park fence.”   

 In 1902, the first land was acquired for what is now the Oklahoma City Parks and 

Recreation System.  Brock Park and Wheeler Park, both located in the southwest section of the 

city, consisted of forty and forty-three acres, respectively.  For many years Wheeler Park enjoyed 

the status of being the most highly attended park, ostensibly due to the fact that it housed the first 

zoo in Oklahoma City.   

 Oklahoma City has been blessed by visionary leaders, and this was certainly the case one 

hundred years ago when land for four large regional parks were acquired.  What was unique and 
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visionary about this land acquisition was the fact that these four parks; Lincoln, Trosper, Will 

Rogers, and Woodson, were each located in a different quadrant (or corner as it were) of the city.  

The parks were at each of the four corners of a "Grand" boulevard encircling the city. 

Conceptually, the intent was to establish large regional parks beyond the central core of the city 

(at that time), and allow orderly growth to occur in the direction of these parks.  Due to the rapid 

growth of Oklahoma City, it did not take long for the new commercial and housing 

developments to expand well beyond the geographical limits of these four cornerstone parks. 

 An excellent resource used throughout this study and one that any student of the early 

parks system in Oklahoma City would enjoy reading is a Master’s Thesis written by Leslie R. 

Davis entitled, The Oklahoma City Park System.1  This study covered essentially the first fifty 

years of the park system development in Oklahoma City. 

 According to the Davis study, there were sixty-five parks in existence in Oklahoma City 

as of 1949.2 Today, there are over twice that many, at one hundred and thirty-six. 

 The City of Oklahoma City benefits from the philanthropy of its citizens.  Many of the 

parks in Oklahoma City have been “adopted” through the Adopt-A-Park system of Oklahoma 

City Beautiful (Appendix B).  Adopt-A-Park is a citywide volunteer program “that enables 

individuals, neighborhood associations, civic groups, and businesses to assist in the general care 

and maintenance of parks and other green spaces in Oklahoma City.” 

(http://www.okc.gov/parks/adopt/index.html) 

 Private philanthropy has always built upon citizen support for parks as implemented by 

the municipal government.  The latest example of this public support was in April 2010 when the 

voters of Oklahoma City approved earmarking a seven and three quarters year penny general 
                                                      
1 Leslie R. Davis, The Oklahoma Park System, (M.S. thesis, Oklahoma A&M College, 1955) 
2 Davis, 1955, p. 9. 
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sales tax for a set of eight types of community infrastructure projects.  Labeled "MAPS 3," it 

represented the same financing concept as a highly successful $309 million sales tax financed 

infrastructure program that the city adopted in 1993 (MAPS 1).  It was anticipated that the new 

tax would generate a total of $777 million to be allocated across the following types of 

infrastructure—some specific, some relatively general.  The MAPS 3 project categories and their 

expected funding are listed below. 

  Convention Center    $280 million 
  Downtown (Central) Park     130 
  Modern streetcar system     130 
  Oklahoma River        60  
  Oklahoma State Fairgrounds      60 
  Senior health and wellness centers     50 
  Trails         40 
  Sidewalks        10 
  Contingencies        17 
   Total     $777 

          
Oklahoma City's finance and budget procedures require that operating costs be estimated 

for new capital projects.  Those estimates will need to be developed as various specific MAPS 3 

projects emerge.  However, before the April 2010 vote on MAPS 3, virtually no such estimates 

were undertaken.   

The MAPS 3 project planning process got underway shortly after the vote approving the 

$777 million sales tax.  An eleven-member Citizens Advisory Board was appointed, and soon 

afterwards seven subcommittees were appointed and began to work on the eight major classes of 

project listed above (Trails and Sidewalks were included under one subcommittee.)  

Recommendations for project characteristics are being developed by the subcommittees and 

forwarded to the Citizens Advisory Board.  Final decisions on projects will be made by the City 

Council. 
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 Four of the above eight classes of project really do not involve parks and recreation 

functions—although each will have a future impact on the city's expenditures for operations and 

maintenance.  The Convention Center is a largest and most significant individual project aimed 

at attracting various convention-type functions to Oklahoma City with the ancillary local 

economic benefits.  The streetcar system will facilitate passenger mobility and serve as the initial 

component in a light rail system for central Oklahoma.  Initial planning for this is embodied in a 

"Fixed Guideway Study" undertaken in 2004-2005.  Attending events at the Oklahoma State 

Fairgrounds certainly involves recreation.  However, State Fair of Oklahoma, Inc. is an entity 

separate from Oklahoma City municipal government administration.  Seventy miles of planned 

sidewalks will focus on pedestrian connections with public buildings such as schools and 

libraries. 

 The other four classes of project clearly involve parks and recreation administration by 

the city.  Detailed review of the Downtown Park, now referred to as "Central Park" involves one 

of the three major goals of the current study and is treated extensively in the discussion of Goal 3 

below.  Major components of the Oklahoma River project are closely related to Central Park and 

have been specified to include a whitewater course, grandstands, a floating stage, lighting, and 

parking improvements. The city already operates an extensive system of pedestrian and bicycle 

trails and has a detailed Trails Master Plan (1997).  The intention is to use MAPS 3 funding for 

an additional 50 miles of trails consistent with the plan.  

The Senior Health and Wellness Centers (or Senior Health Wellness and Aquatic 

Centers) reflected a generalized concept at the time of the MAPS 3 vote.  Their locations were 

not specified, and—except for swimming facilities—their functions were yet to be determined.  
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With a planned expenditure of $50 million for four or five new facilities, these promise to be a 

significant result of MAPS 3.  

This study focuses on the city's parks system and how it may be affected by the MAPS 3 

projects with specific emphasis on the operation and maintenance of the new Central Park.  Keys 

to this are the following critical questions:  First, what are the estimated costs in annual 

maintenance and operational expenses to fund the new Central Park, in addition to the nearly 

adjacent and newly refurbished Myriad Botanical Gardens?  Second, to what extent will these 

new expenditures force a reallocation of resources from existing parks in Oklahoma City?  Third, 

based on recent demographic change, is this an efficient use of tax-funded resources?  To answer 

these questions, research was conducted in three defined areas with specific “Goals” in mind.   

Goal 1:  The first Goal was to assess the current park system and its environment in 

Oklahoma City, with specific attention paid to demographics, finance and budget information, 

and safety and security as reflected by the incidence of crime.   

To address Goal 1, a thorough census of each Oklahoma City park system is provided in 

Appendix A with: 

1. Park Name 
2. Location and Ward 
3. Date Established 
4. Acreage 
5. Features 

 
 Appendix A provides a complete listing of the parks contained in the Oklahoma City 

Parks System.  The parks were identified initially from the alphabetical listing of the parks on the 

Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department's website.  Additional parks were found on a 

“regions map” contained on the Department's website and through our visitation to the parks.  

During the course of this study, students from Oklahoma City University visited every one of 
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these 136 parks, cataloging the physical assets contained in each, taking pictures, interviewing 

park patrons, and reporting on conditions found in each park.3 

 Goal 2: The Trust for Public Land 4 a nationwide organization, has been studying the 

relationship between cities and parks for nearly forty years.  In 2003, the organization published 

a document entitled “The Excellent Park System—What Makes It Great and How to Get There.”  

The Goal 2 objective in this study was to take the seven factors of an excellent park system 

identified in this document and evaluate the Oklahoma City Parks System based on the following 

criteria: 

1. A clear expression of purpose. 
2. An ongoing planning and community involvement process. 
3. Sufficient assets in land, staffing, and equipment to meet the system’s goals 
4. Equitable access. 
5. User satisfaction. 
6. Safety from crime and physical hazards. 
7. Benefits for the city beyond the boundaries of the parks. 

Each of these criteria was broken down into several detailed parts and thoroughly examined on 

several levels.  First, we asked the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department to take 

these criteria and generate a “self-study.”  It is always helpful to determine how the entity that is 

the subject of the research study views themselves.  Independent research was conducted to 

answer these questions as well including, but not limited to, site visits to every park in Oklahoma 

City.  Additional data was obtained from the Oklahoma City Police Department regarding crime 

statistics, a critical component of the sixth criteria.  Finally, responses were obtained from 

outside experts intimately familiar with the Oklahoma City parks system specifically addressing 

the seven factors listed above. 

                                                      
3 To access park catalogs visit: http://okcu.edu/erpi/projects.aspx 
 
4 www.tpl.org 
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 Goal 3:  The final objective of this study was to determine and assess the estimated costs 

of operating and maintaining the proposed Central Park, the newly refurbished Myriad Botanical 

Gardens, and the Bicentennial Park in front of the city's Civic Center Music Hall.  In the course 

of our research we encountered two extensive studies that provided invaluable detail to answer 

these key questions.  The August 2009 report on the Central Park by Hargreaves Associates, and 

the December 2010 report on the Myriad Gardens by ETM Associates will be discussed in detail 

in Chapters 6 and 7 below.  

  We conclude this study with an analysis of resource allocation for the Oklahoma City 

Parks System given the major projects discussed herein. We attempt to answer the fundamental 

questions of how these new operational and maintenance costs will be financed; is this an 

efficient use of taxpayer resources given demographic data presented; and will the new Central 

Park  necessarily require a shift in resources away from existing regional and neighborhood 

parks?  Finally, thoughts are presented as to public/private collaborations that may be required to 

provide the necessary funding and support for these operational and maintenance costs moving 

forward. 
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GOAL 1:   
ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT PARK SYSTEM AND ITS ENVIRONMENT 

 
 The three following chapters are designed to help achieve this goal.  Chapter 2 sorts out 

current socioeconomic data for Oklahoma City based on the eight City Council wards as useful 

geographic units.  Chapter 3 reviews finance and budget information including park-related 

comparisons with other municipalities—both for local jurisdictions and peer cities in nearby 

states.  Safety and security are important features affecting park users' experiences in various 

facilities.  Chapter 4 distils some of the extensive crime statistics maintained by the Oklahoma 

City Police Department. 

 

Chapter 2: Oklahoma City Residents: Demographic and Economic 
Characteristics by Ward 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 The purpose of this chapter is to introduce selected 2010 demographic and economic 

features of the population living in Oklahoma City.  Intra-city geographic differences are 

illustrated using the boundaries of the city government's eight City Council wards.  Population 

topics include growth during 2000-2010, race and ethnic features, age and gender, and family 

structure.  Economic dimensions will include income and education levels along with 

employment.  Housing basics will also be reported.   

 Concluding remarks emphasize that there is a general trend for Oklahoma City's 

population to grow relatively more rapidly at the city's geographic fringe areas.  One exception is 

found in connection with the recent renaissance of the downtown area. 
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 The focus herein is on the city's residents rather than on the establishments generating 

employment in the various wards.  These private and governmental employers are, of course, 

very important to Oklahoma City.  However, it is the city's residents who relate directly to the 

usage of parks and recreation facilities maintained by city government.   And some of the city 

government's park/recreation facilities attract users from throughout central Oklahoma.   

Data used in this section are derived from a special ward-by-ward analysis using the 

demographic services of ESRI, a commercial firm specializing in data organization and analysis 

using GIS (Geographic Information Systems) technology.  Baseline data are from the 2000 U.S. 

Census Bureau's censuses of population and housing, with estimates forecasted by ESRI to the 

year 2010. 

One of the important features of using wards as the basis for Oklahoma City analysis 

results from the fact that the ward boundaries were drawn using 2000 population census data in 

such a way that population is roughly equal in each of the eight wards.  Thus any contrasts in the 

2010 forecasted population of wards immediately indicate differential rates of growth.   

 Another important feature of using wards flows from a quick look at the different 

dimensions of the city's wards in the Figure 1 map.  A big ward automatically indicates relatively 

lower ward population density in 2000.  This, in turn, may indicate opportunities for expansion 

of the housing stock not present in older, smaller, more densely populated wards.   

 But there are also a couple of major problems in considering the pattern and the need for 

services based on ward boundaries.  First, it is important that any conclusions from the data 

reported herein continue to apply to the geographic boundaries of wards determined for 2000.  

There is no doubt that there will be big changes in ward boundaries after reapportionment is 

undertaken based on the 2010 Census of Population.
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Figure 1: City of Oklahoma City Ward Map  

5

                                                      
5 City of Oklahoma City Council Ward Map 2008, okc.gov 
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 A second caveat in the use of wards involves a reminder that the wards themselves are far 

from homogeneous with respect to various demographic and economic features.  Ward 6, Central 

City Downtown, exemplifies this problem.  This ward extends from the very center of the city  

north to NW 23rd St. and includes some of the city's finest old houses in Heritage Hills occupied 

by some of the city's wealthiest, while the ward's southern part extending to SW44th St. includes 

some very low-income neighborhoods.   

Population Characteristics 
 
 A geographic analysis of data for Oklahoma City needs to start with an awareness of the 

city's remarkably large land area.  During the 1960s, the city annexed areas virtually doubling its 

size from 321 to over 600 square miles.  The city is currently reported to have the fifth largest 

land area of any city in the nation—excluding those places that have formed city-county 

governmental units.   This remarkable geographic scale facilitates growth.  At the same time, 

however, it has also involved the need for municipal services such as parks to be spread across 

an unusually large geographic area. 

Population Growth 20002010   
Oklahoma City's population growth following 2000 has been comparatively favorable.  

National, state, and local features can be compared using Bureau of Census data reported by the 

Oklahoma Department of commerce.  During the period 2000-2009, Oklahoma City's population 

grew 10.7 percent, the nation's population grew 9.1 percent, and Oklahoma's population grew 6.9 

percent.  Prominent among the sectors generating this favorable population growth have been: 

the oil and gas business with favorable price developments during much of the decade; growing 

aviation-related activities including Tinker Air Force Base and the Federal Aviation 
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Administration; the city's continued development as a center for health-related services, research, 

and production; and the city's continued role as the state capital.  

 ESRI Business Analyst forecasts total Oklahoma City population for 2010 to be 

576,224—with the city having grown nearly 14 percent since 2000 (Table 1).  This forecast is 

only slightly lower than the Census Bureau’s recently released official population figure of 

579,999. 

Table 1: Population of Oklahoma City by Ward, 2000 and Estimates 2010 and 2015 

Ward 
number 

Geographic 
Description 

                   Population           Change, 
2000
2010 

Percent 
change, 
2000
2010 

   2000 2010 2015   

        

1  Northwest Central 62,720 67,976 71,291 5,256 8.38 

        

2  North Central 64,150 66,815 68,947 2,665 4.15 

        

3  Southwest 64,938 75,711 81,614 10,773 16.59 

        

4  Southeast 61,771 68,123 71,895 6,352 10.28 

        

5  South Central 64,872 76,102 82,385 11,230 17.31 

        

6  Central City, Downtown 61,862 64,782 66,382 2,920 4.72 

        

7  Northeast 61,570 67,015 70,016 5,445 8.84 

        

8  Northwest 61,762 85,401 95,369 23,639 38.27 

        

  Total Oklahoma City [a] 506,132 576,224 612,854 70,092 13.85 

        

[a] Total slightly larger than sum of wards due to estimating procedures. 

Source: ESRI Business Analyst 
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Estimates of population of the city's eight wards indicate substantial differences in how 

the overall growth in population is allocated geographically.  Given the obvious differences in 

2000 ward population densities evident from a visual inspection of the map of Figure 1, it is not 

surprising that the two smallest, most densely populated wards (2 and 6) experienced the lowest 

rate of population growth (4.2 percent and 4.7 percent, respectively).   

Above average rates of population growth are observed in the northwest and southwest 

parts of the city (Wards 3, 5, and 8).   Housing developers have been able to access open spaces 

for constructing new units.  This is discussed when Table 10 on housing units and value is 

presented.  The point, however, is well illustrated by the estimate that, during 2000-2010, nearly 

10,000 housing units were added to the stock of housing in Ward 8. 

There are many causes for this pattern of population growth at the city's fringes besides 

original population density.  Prominent among these causes is the impact of school district 

preferences on household location decisions. Rapid growth in school enrollment in the Edmond 

and Deer Creek districts to the north and Moore to the south has no doubt been influenced by the 

fact that those districts overlap the city limits of Oklahoma City.  Many also prefer new or 

relatively new housing within new developments. 

Racial and Ethnic Patterns 
 Table 2 and Table 3 present data on racial characteristics, and Table 4 reports on 

Hispanics—the city's significant ethnic minority.  The racial categories reported in Table 2 need 

some explanation.  In responding to Census Bureau surveys, individuals determine their own 

racial category.  Currently, this means that people from multi-racial backgrounds can indicate 

their preference for the "Two or more races" category.  Others find that the choices listed do not 

fit their own understanding of their racial category, and so they report a race that falls under the 
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heading "Other race alone."  The Census Bureau indicates that those reporting "Hispanic" as 

their ethnic label often choose the "Other race alone" category. 

 

Table 2: Population by Racial Categories, Oklahoma City Wards, 2010 

Ward 
number 

Geographic 
Description 

Total  White 
alone 

Black 
alone 

American 
Indian 
alone 

Asian 
alone 

Pacific 
Islander 
alone 

Other 
race 
alone 

Two 
or 
more 
races 

1  Northwest 
Central 

67,976 51,762 6,530 1,793 3,326 42 2,198 2,325

           

2  North Central 66,815 39,521 14,377 1,940 4,306 74 4,136 2,460

           

3  Southwest 75,711 53,079 6,610 2,977 3,972 121 6,206 2,747

           

4  Southeast 68,123 45,687 8,752 2,752 2,460 121 5,128 3,223

           

5  South Central 76,102 57,895 3,965 2,964 4,344 43 3,734 3,157

           

6  Central City, 
Downtown 

64,782 33,445 5,739 2,942 1,466 69 18,372 2,749

           

7  Northeast 67,105 25,724 32,348 1,531 705 52 4,524 2,130

           

8  Northwest 85,401 68,025 8,177 1,599 3,789 55 1,419 2,338

           

  Total OKC 576,224 378,582 86,715 18,764 24,477 578 45,787 21,320

           

Source: ESRI Business Analyst. 
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 Given the fact that whites account for two-thirds of the city's population, it is not 

surprising that they typically account for a majority of a ward's population.  The largest 

concentration of whites is in Ward 8, which is also the most rapidly growing ward with the 

highest family incomes.   

Table 3: Population, Percent by Racial Category, Oklahoma City Wards, 2010 

Ward 
number 

Geographic 
Description 

Total[a]  White 
alone 

Black 
alone 

American 
Indian 
alone 

Asian 
alone 

Pacific 
Islander 
alone 

Other 
race 
alone 

Two 
or 
more 
races 

                   
                   

1  Northwest 
Central 

99.9 76.1 9.6 2.6 4.9  0.1 3.2 3.4

                   
2  North Central  100.0 59.2 21.5 2.9 6.4  0.1 6.2 3.7
                   
3  Southwest  99.9 70.1 8.7 3.9 5.2  0.2 8.2 3.6
                   
4  Southeast  99.9 67.1 12.8 4.0 3.6  0.2 7.5 4.7
                   
5  South Central  100.0 76.1 5.2 3.9 5.7  0.1 4.9 4.1
                   
6  Central City, 

Downtown 
100.0 51.6 8.9 4.5 2.3  0.1 28.4 4.2

                   
7  Northeast  100.2 38.4 48.3 2.3 1.1  0.1 6.8 3.2
                   
8  Northwest  100.1 79.7 9.6 1.9 4.4  0.1 1.7 2.7
                   
  Total OKC  99.9 65.7 15.0 3.3 4.2  0.1 7.9 3.7
                   

[a]Totals do not equal 100.0 due to rounding. 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst. 
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By far the greatest concentration of blacks is in Ward 7 in the northeast part of the city.  The 

city's "Asian District" is primarily in Ward 2 with an estimated 6.4 percent of the population in 

that racial category.  American Indians are scattered throughout the city.   

Hispanics may technically be classified as members of any racial category—although in 

many other reporting systems they are incorrectly treated as though they are a separate racial 

category.  Hispanics accounted for 10.1 percent of Oklahoma City's 2000 population.  However, 

half the city's forecasted population growth during 2000-2010 is attributed to this ethnic category 

by ESRI Business Analyst.    

 

Table 4: Hispanic Population of Oklahoma City by Ward, 2000 and 2010 

Ward 
number 

Geographic Description             Population           Change, 
2000‐
2010 

Percent 
change, 
2000‐
2010 

   2000 2010   

       

1  Northwest Central 3,069 5,745 2,676 87.19

2  North Central 4,390 8,114 3,724 84.83

3  Southwest 6,609 11,745 5,136 77.71

4  Southeast 5,273 9,659 4,386 83.18

5  South Central 4,456 8,124 3,668 82.32

6  Central City, Downtown 20,543 30,386 9,843 47.91

7  Northeast 5,259 8,559 3,300 62.75

8  Northwest 1,706 4,332 2,626 153.93

       

  Total Oklahoma City [a] 51,368 86,941 35,573 69.25

       

[a] Total slightly larger than sum of wards due to estimating procedures. 

Source: ESRI Business Analyst 
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At 30,386, the greatest concentration of Hispanics in Oklahoma City is in Ward 6 

(Central City Downtown)—largely that portion of the ward immediately south of the downtown 

area including the area around the Little Flower Catholic Church.  Adding in the Hispanic 

populations of the three wards in the southern part of the city (Wards 3, 4, and 5) indicates that 

two-thirds of the city's Hispanic population lives in the south half of the city.   

Population by Age and Sex 
Variations in the shares of age groups in ward populations appear relatively insignificant 

for the age 45-64 group (Table 5).  Essentially the same can be said about the shares in the 18-44 

age group, except for the relatively small share in the Ward 7 (Northeast).   Looking at the sheer 

numbers involved, there are some big differences in the incidence of children and seniors.  For 

example, Ward 8 is estimated to have 5,726 more children and youths under 18 than is the case 

in Ward 2.  Ward 5 has 3,935 more seniors 65+ than Ward 6.   

 Table 6 is included to illustrate two very important features of demographic patterns and 

potential recreational needs of Oklahoma City adults.  First, if the focus is on adults aged 18-44, 

not surprisingly it appears that the number of men is roughly equivalent to the number of women 

for six of the eight wards.  Exceptions occur in Wards 6 and 3 where the males far outnumber the 

females and where, according to Table 4, there are concentrations of Hispanic population.  This 

imbalance may be the result of the tendency for working age Hispanic males to migrate to 

Oklahoma City to obtain jobs and to send remittances to families back home—especially in 

Mexico.  

Second, there is a striking difference in the number of males and females 65 and over.  

For that age group, citywide, there are 142 women per 100 males.  This imbalance appears  
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Table 5: Population by Age, Oklahoma City Wards, 2010 

Ward   Geographic 
Description 

                             Number                                            Percent                     

    Median 
age  

Under 
18 
years 

1844 
years 

4564 
years 

65 
years 
and 
over 

Under 
18 
years 

18
44 
years 

4564 
years 

65 
years 
and 
over 

1  Northwest 
Central 

37.1  15,356  25,661 17,924 9,035 22.6  37.7  26.4 13.3

           
2  North 

Central 
36.9  14,753  26,172 16,679 9,211 22.1  39.2  24.9 13.8

           

3  Southwest  34.7  19,309  29,122 19,229 8,052 25.5  38.5  25.4 10.6

           

4  Southeast  34.7  18,039  25,066 17,402 7,616 26.5  36.8  25.5 11.2

           

5  South 
Central 

36.2  17,551  28,996 19,799 9,753 23.1  38.1  26.0 12.8

           
6  Central 

City, 
Downtown 

31.9  18,088  26,561 14,313 5,818 27.9  41.0  22.1 9.0

           

7  Northeast  36.2  16,740  23,287 17,367 9,619 25.0  34.7  25.9 14.4

           

8  Northwest  35.1  20,479  34,260 21,393 9,271 24.0  40.1  25.0 10.9

           

  Total 
Oklahoma 
City [a] 

35.3  141,533  220,780 145,246 68,666 24.6  38.3  25.2 11.9

[a]Total slightly larger than sum of wards due to estimating procedures. 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst. 
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relatively larger in Ward 2.  Recreational programs focusing on seniors must recognize this 

gender imbalance. 

 

Table 6: Population by Sex, Selected Age Categories, Oklahoma City, 2010 

Ward 
number 

Geographic Description  Male  Female  Male 
65 and 
over 

Female 
65 and 
over 

Male 
18‐44 

Female 
18‐44 

1  Northwest Central  32,640 35,336 3,710 5,325  12,753 12,908
2  North Central  32,091 34,724 3,634 5,577  12,960 13,212
3  Southwest  37,988 37,724 3,405 4,647  15,229 13,893
4  Southeast  33,707 34,416 3,248 4,368  12,569 12,497
5  South Central  36,589 39,510 4,120 5,633  14,231 14,765
6  Central City, Downtown  33,983 30,797 2,435 3,383  14,709 11,852
7  Northeast  32,009 35,004 3,863 5,756  11,172 12,115
8  Northwest  41,073 44,330 3,834 5,437  16,464 17,796
  Total Oklahoma City [a]  282,188 294,037 28,395 40,271  110,886 109,894

[a]Total slightly larger than sum of wards due to estimating procedures. 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst. 
 

Households and Families 
A “housing unit” is the principal feature involved in the definitions of household and 

family.  A housing unit is a house, apartment, mobile home or other facility providing separate 

living quarters.  Each household includes a "householder" in whose name the housing unit is 

owned or rented and who fills out a Census Bureau questionnaire.   A household is simply an 

occupied housing unit and consists of nonfamily and family units.  What distinguishes a family 

household is the condition that the householder is living with somebody related to her/him by 

birth, marriage, or adoption.  Households do not include those living in group quarters such as 

nursing homes and correctional institutions. 
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 Table 7 reports the number of total households, and of nonfamily and family households 

in Oklahoma City on a ward-by-ward basis.  Families typically account for around two-thirds of 

the households—similar to the pattern for the whole city in which 62.2 percent of the households 

consist of families.  Exceptions are found in Wards 2 and 6 where roughly one-half (48.8 percent  

 

 

Table 7: Households and Families, Member and Size, Oklahoma City Ward, 2010 

Ward 
number 

Geographic 
Description 

House
holds, 
number 

Average 
house
hold 
size 

Nonfamily 
house
holds, 
number 

Families, 
number 

Average 
family 
size 

1  Northwest 
central 

29,311 2.31 11,292 18,019  2.93

2  North central  30,974 2.11 15,865 15,109  2.93

3  Southwest  28,571 2.56 9,334 19,237  3.11

4  Southeast  25,711 2.61 7,839 17,872  3.13

5  South Central  30,647 2.46 9,490 21,157  2.97

6  Central City, 
Downtown 

23,286 2.62 10,308 12,978  3.51

7  Northeast  26,342 2.45 10,204 16,138  3.15

8  Northwest   35,504 2.38 12,960 22,544  3.01

  Total Oklahoma 
City[a] 

231,890 2.43 87,553 144,337  3.07

Total slightly larger than sum of wards due to estimating procedures. 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst. 
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and 55.7 percent, respectively) of the households are families.  These two wards are smaller, 

densely populated, older wards in the center of the city experiencing relatively slow population 

growth.   

Most nonfamily households involve one person in the housing unit.  Citywide, the 

Census Bureau's American Community Survey data indicate that during 2006-2008, 84 percent 

of the city's nonfamily households consisted of householders living alone.   

 Average family size across the wards does not appear very different from the citywide 

average of 3.07 persons.  The only exception, perhaps, is Ward 6 with an average family size of 

3.51 and by far the largest concentration of Hispanic residents. 

 

Economic Characteristics 
 

There is a very rough tendency for household income levels of the city's wards to be 

positively influenced by typical levels of educational attainment (Table 8).  And, not 

surprisingly, median household income levels in the various wards are related to the extent to 

which individuals are economically active, i.e. hold jobs (Table 9).  

 

Income and Educational Attainment 

There tends to be a positive relationship between earnings and educational attainment.  

Education may be viewed as investment in human capital, and earnings as a return to that capital.  

This feature is illustrated at the two ends of the income distribution across the eight wards.  Ward 

8, the rapidly growing ward in the northwest has forecasted median household income of 
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$61,092 for 2010, with 47.3 percent of those 25 and over having bachelor's, graduate, or 

professional degrees.  Alternatively, Ward  6 with slow growth and median income of $30,193 

Table 8: Income and Educational Attainment, Oklahoma City, 2010 

Percent 25 + by educational attainment 

Ward 
number 

Geographic 
description 

Median 
house
hold 
income, 
$ 

12th 
grade or 
less, no 
diploma 

High 
school 
graduate 

Some 
college, 
no 
degree 

Associate 
degree 

Bachelor's 
degree 

Graduate or 
professional 
degree 

8  Northwest  61,092  4.2 16.8 25.1 6.6 32.3  15.0

       

5  South 
Central 

54,985  10.2 30.3 27.3 7.5 16.8  7.8

       

1  Northwest 
Central 

52,020  7.3 23.8 28.7 6.9 22.5  10.8

       

4  Southeast  46,612  17.6 32.3 27.0 7.1 11.3  4.8

       

3  Southwest  46,281  15.8 30.8 25.8 7.5 15.0  5.0

       

2  North 
Central 

41,057  11.5 23.2 26.1 4.7 21.9  12.6

       

7  Northeast  35,299  21.4 30.0 22.4 4.3 13.5  8.4

       

6  Central City, 
Downtown 

30,193  35.5 29.3 18.0 3.8 7.9  5.4

       

  Total 
Oklahoma 
City 

46,470  14.6 26.8 25.3 6.2 18.2  8.9

       

Source: ESRI Business Analyst 
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Table 9: Employment Status in Oklahoma City by Ward, 2010 

Ward 
number 

Geographic Description  Population 
16 and 
over 

Employ‐
ment 

Employ‐
ment rate, 
percent 

1  Northwest central  54,209 32,360 59.7 
2  North central  53,493 28,634 53.5 
3  Southwest  58,395 30,634 52.8 
4  Southeast  51,996 26,402 50.8 
5  South Central  60,361 34,377 57.0 
6  Central City, Downtown  48,489 21,547 43.9 
7  Northeast  52,192 23,547 45.1 
8  Northwest   66,975 42,573 63.6 
  Total Oklahoma City[a]  449,343 241,876 53.8 

[a]Total slightly larger than sum of wards due to estimating 
procedures. 
Source: ESRI Business Analyst. 
 

 

contains the lowest share of high-end educational attainment (13.3 percent bachelor's+) and the 

highest share (35.5) percent without a high school diploma.  This education-income relationship 

is less clear among the other six wards.   

 

Employment Rates 

An area's employment rate refers to the percentage of its eligible resident population that 

is employed.  Citywide, 53.9 percent of the 2010 population 16 and over is forecast as employed 

(Table 9).  With its high median household income, Ward 8 also has the highest employment rate 

at 63.6 percent among the wards.  In contrast, the two wards with the lowest household income 

levels also have the lowest employment rates—Ward 7 with income of $35,299 and an 

employment rate of 45.1 percent and Ward 6 with income of $30,193 and an employment rate of 

43.9 percent.  
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Housing Stock Status 
  

In Table 10, data are presented on the growth and characteristics of housing units across 

Oklahoma City's eight wards in 2010.  Given the demographic and economic information 

already presented in Table 1 through Table 9, there are no surprises in Table 10. 

The rate of growth in number of housing units during 2000-2010 roughly matches the 

pattern of population growth reported in Table 1.  The number of housing units grows 34.8 

percent in Ward 8 which also has the most rapid population growth, while the growth rates in 

housing stock of 4.7 and 5.9 percent are in Wards 6 and 2 which had the smallest rate of 

population growth. 

 Homeownership appears most intense in wards experiencing the greatest rates of 

population and housing stock growth during 2000-2010 (Wards 3, 4, 5, and 8).  The shares of 

renter occupied units are the reverse image of this, with the most renting in Wards 1, 2, 6, and 7. 

 The rate of growth in number of housing units during 2000-2010 roughly matches the 

pattern of population growth reported in Table 1.  The number of housing units grows 34.8 

percent in Ward 8 which also has the most rapid population growth, while the growth rates in 

housing stock of 4.7 and 5.9 percent are in Wards 6 and 2 which had the smallest rate of 

population growth. 
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Table 10: Status of Housing Units & Home Value, Oklahoma City by Ward, 2000 and 2010 

Ward 
number 

Geographic 
Description 

Number 
of 
housing 
units, 
2000 

Number 
of 
housing 
units, 
2010 

Percent 
change 
in units, 
2000
2010 

Owner 
occupied 
units, 
2010, 
percent 

Renter 
occupied 
units, 
2010, 
percent 

Vacant 
units, 
2010, 
percent 

Median 
home 
value, 
2010 ($) 

1  Northwest central  29,056  32,144 10.6 53.0 38.2  8.8 122,939

2  North central  33,547  35,518 5.9 46.1 41.1  12.8 93,821

3  Southwest  27,966  32,779 17.2 55.6 31.5  12.8 105,583

4  Southeast  25,984  29,262 12.6 57.0 30.9  12.1 85,787

5  South Central  27,762  32,788 18.1 63.3 30.2  6.5 127,995

6  Central City, 
Downtown 

26,393  27,623 4.7 37.1 47.2  15.7 51,799

7  Northeast  28,486  31,788 11.6 48.0 34.8  17.1 76,834

8  Northwest   28,211  38,035 34.8 59.7 33.7  6.7 173,652

  Total Oklahoma 
City[a] 

228,149  261,478 14.6 53.0 35.7  11.3 112,613

[a]Total slightly larger than sum of wards due to estimating procedures. 

Source: ESRI Business Analyst. 

 

 Homeownership appears most intense in wards experiencing the greatest rates of 

population and housing stock growth during 2000-2010 (Wards 3, 4, 5, and 8).  The shares of 

renter occupied units are the reverse image of this, with the most renting in Wards 1, 2, 6, and 7. 

The wards' ranking with respect to median home value is very closely matched with 

median household income ranking reported in Table 8.  The highest home values are in Ward 8 

($173,652), Ward 4 ($127,995), and Ward 1 ($122,939).  These three wards rank 1, 2, and 3 

among the wards in terms of median household income.  The lowest income wards (7 and 6) also 

exhibit the lowest home values.   
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Concluding Remarks: Population Dispersion 
 

Oklahoma City and the entire three-county area in which it is located continue to 

experience increased geographic dispersion of population in spite of the renaissance of 

Oklahoma City's central core.  Those parks and recreation services linked to physical proximity 

of users' places of residence face the challenge of responding to ever-greater population 

dispersion in central Oklahoma.   

 In recent years, there has been great emphasis on the renaissance of downtown Oklahoma 

City.  The infrastructure investments of the MAPS 1 initiative have been a major factor in 

generating this renaissance.  Of particular importance has been the growth of new residential 

facilities.  In 2000, there had been no new housing units created downtown since the 1980s.  By 

2009, the entire area between Bricktown and the Oklahoma Health Center was full of new 

condominiums and apartments, and there have been several new developments on the west side 

of the central business district.  A soon-to-be constructed new elementary school will make the 

central city even more attractive for residential development. 

However justifiable is this emphasis on downtown renaissance, Oklahoma City and its 

overall environment continue to be characterized by population sprawl rather than concentration 

in the center.  As Table 1 above indicates, the two slowest growing of the city's eight wards are 

Ward 6 in the center and Ward 2 just north of Ward 6.  The estimated population growth rates for 

both wards during 2000-2010 were less than half the rate for the city as a whole, and far less than 

the rates observed for fringe wards 3, 5, and 8.    

 An additional verification of relative growth away from the center is found in the Census 

Bureau's population estimates for the three-county area in which Oklahoma City is located.   In 

2000, Oklahoma City's population of 506,132 was spread across portions of three counties as 
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follows: Canadian County (5.2 percent), Cleveland County (9.3 percent), and Oklahoma County 

(85.5 percent).  In 2000, the two suburban counties of Canadian and Cleveland accounted for 

14.5 percent of the 2000 three-county population lying within the city limits of Oklahoma City.  

However, during 2000-2009, these two counties were the site of 37.9 percent of the city's 

population growth.   

 When the population of the entire three-county area is examined (including other 

municipalities and the unincorporated countryside), the trend toward decentralization is further 

emphasized.  Half the three-county area's population growth, 2000-2009, was in Canadian and 

Cleveland Counties.   
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Chapter 3: Finance and Budget Information 
 
 The following discussion introduces municipal finance in Oklahoma, along with specific 

budget and operational functions of Oklahoma City's Parks and Recreation Department.  Brief 

comparisons are made with budget and other characteristics of park and recreation systems in 

other jurisdictions in central Oklahoma and in cities comparable in size to Oklahoma City. 

 

Parks and Recreation in Municipal Finance 
 
 Parks and Recreation functions absorb a significant, though not dominant, portion of total 

municipal government finance in the state of Oklahoma and in Oklahoma City. The city's Parks 

and Recreation Department is not an umbrella agency that oversees all of the city's parks, 

recreation, and cultural activities. In fact these responsibilities are relatively widely dispersed.  

Cities in Oklahoma, including Oklahoma City, face a relatively stressful revenue-generating 

fiscal environment in comparison cities with elsewhere in the nation.  This stress is mitigated by 

favorable recent and future economic growth prospects. 

 

Census of Governments Data 
Parks and Recreation expenditures represent significant, though far from dominant, 

component in municipal budgets.  In its 2007 Census of Governments, the Census Bureau reports 

detailed revenue and expenditure data for all of the state of Oklahoma's municipalities combined.  

For the 2007 fiscal year, Parks and Recreation expenditures of $232 million absorbed 5.1 percent 

of total outlays by the state's cities and towns.6  Several other main functions of municipal 

                                                      
6 Census Bureau, 2007 Census of Governments: Finance. 
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government were responsible for greater shares of expenditures.  These functions and their 

shares were Sewerage and Solid Waste (12.3%), Hospitals (11.8%), Police Protection (10.8%), 

Fire Protection (8.3%), and Highways (6.4%).  Unlike several other cities in the state, Oklahoma 

City does not operate a municipal hospital. 

 

 Parks and Recreation's Role in the Oklahoma City Budget 
The focus of this study is on the city's Parks and Recreation Department which was 

budgeted to absorb 6.2 percent of the city's General Fund outlays in FY2011.7  With 186 

budgeted positions, the department was planned to account for 4.3 percent of the city's total 

regular employees.   

It is emphasized at the outset that the city is involved in an extensive set of recreational 

activities that do not show up as expenditures of the Parks and Recreation Department.  These 

include the Oklahoma City Zoo; a set of municipal golf courses with the Department only 

providing administrative staffing for the Golf Commission along with some maintenance 

responsibilities; the city-owned fairgrounds which is leased to the State Fair of Oklahoma, Inc.; 

the AT&T Bricktown Ballpark run by the owners of the Oklahoma City Redhawks; and the Ford 

Center arena and Cox Business Services Convention Center, both of which are operated by 

management firm SMG. The overall size of these other activities is substantially larger than the 

Parks and Recreation Department.  This is illustrated by only two of the entities.  Five golf 

courses in FY2009 had total operating costs of $9.8 million, and the Zoological Trust reported 

FY2009 operating costs of $17.2 million.8  Parks and Recreation reported FY2009 operating 

costs of $22.5.  

                                                      
7 City of Oklahoma City, 2011 Annual Budget, [www.okc.gov]. 
8  City of Oklahoma City, Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, FY09, p. 133. 
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 When these functions are included, this leads the city to estimate that 11 percent of 

operating expenses are for "Culture and Recreation."9   The Oklahoma Municipal League 

estimates that recreation's share of total expenditures for the state's municipalities stood at 19 

percent in FY08.10    

 Added to the complexity of the role of the Parks and Recreation Department in the city's 

budget are the department's maintenance responsibilities for some of the cities medians which 

might well be treated as part of the budget for streets and highways.  As pointed out above, other 

expenditures categories involve a much greater share of expenditures than Parks and Recreation. 

For example, in the FY2011 City of Oklahoma City budget, police and fire protection combined 

were budgeted directly for 54.7 percent of General Fund outlays.  

 

Financial Capability of Municipalities: Statewide and Oklahoma City 
The overall status of municipal government revenues in Oklahoma is critical to the ability 

of the local jurisdictions to adequately fund Parks and Recreation activities.  Regulatory 

requirements imposed by federal and state governments can also place constraints on the pattern 

of expenditures, especially as those regulations impact personnel costs.   

A recurring complaint about the adequacy of municipal finance is the fact that Oklahoma 

is the only state in which cities and towns do not have access to property tax revenues to finance 

current operating expenditures.  Property tax revenues are available only for financing capital 

projects. This forces municipalities to rely much more heavily on the cyclically sensitive general 

sales tax for financing operations, with virtually no access to the much more stable property tax.  

The Oklahoma Municipal League reports that, nationwide, municipalities received 32 percent of 

                                                      
9 City of Oklahoma City, FY2010 Performance Report, p. 3. 
10 Oklahoma Municipal League, " Presentation to Legislative Task Force on Muicipal Finance," Oct. 7, 
2010. 
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their tax revenues for general operations from the property tax and 15 percent from the general 

sales tax.  For Oklahoma, those shares were 0 percent property tax and 55 percent general sales 

tax.11   The City of Oklahoma receives about half of its general fund revenue from the sales tax. 

Personnel costs account for nearly 80 percent of outlays from the City of Oklahoma 

City's General Fund budget.  On the regulatory side, there is concern by municipal officials about 

the state-mandated provision for binding arbitration in compensation disputes with public safety 

unions.  It is possible that the 54.7 percent direct budget share for police and fire protection is 

influenced by this compensation requirement. 

 

 

 

Parks and Recreation Department Budget:  
Operations, Capital, and Comparisons 

 
 The City of Oklahoma City's annual budget contains much information about operating 

and capital spending of its Parks and Recreation Department.  In spite of the fiscal challenges 

faced by municipalities in Oklahoma, the city's Parks and Recreation Department exhibits 

favorable operating capabilities in comparison with the local environment of central Oklahoma, 

and in comparison with similar cities in Texas and the Midwest.  

 

Operations Budget 
The city's FY2011 budget book includes 22 pages detailing the operations and 

performance of the Parks and Recreation Department (see budget books at finance and budget 

                                                      
11 Oklahoma Academy, muni.ok.us, (for Town Hall Meeting, Nov. 14-17, 2010, p. 84). 
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section [www.okc.gov].)  The department's FY2011 budget is divided into five main components 

of expenditures. 

          Share  
       Expenditures ($)   of total (%) 
  Administration                     3,982,494     17.6 
  Botanical gardens        1,638,191       7.3 
  Civic Center Music Hall                    2,583,855      11.4 
  Grounds management        9,921,334      43.0 
  Recreation         4,484,321      19.8 
   Total        22,610,195    100.0 

 Most of these expenditures (91.7%) are financed through the city's General Fund.  Other 

sources include a Capital Improvements Projects Fund (1.8%) and a Special Purpose Fund 

(6.5%).  Half the city's total General Fund is from the sales tax, with the balance coming from 

miscellaneous sources including other taxes, fines, franchise fees, and other fees.  The modest 

share for the Capital Improvements Fund involves maintenance funds for capital projects 

financed with general obligation bonds.  The Special Purpose Fund is used to manage donations 

to the city along with oil and gas revenues.  Important to the Parks and Recreation Department 

are improvements supported by neighborhood groups and city-wide associations.   

 

 

Capital Budget 
The City of Oklahoma City distinguishes its capital budget as including expenditures for 

assets usually lasting three years or more and costing in excess of $7,500.  The capital budget is 

treated separately from the operating budget.  Capital projects may involve replacement of 

existing city assets as they wear out and/or become obsolete.  This generally reduces operating 

costs.  For new projects, departments estimate their impacts on future operating costs.   

 Table 11 lists the projects included in the Parks and Recreation Department's capital 

budget for FY2011.  Three-quarters of the nearly $25 million budgeted capital expenditures are 
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to be from funds flowing from general obligation bonds financed by local property taxes.  Only 

six of the 27 capital projects listed in the table involve a predicted increase in operating costs; all 

of the six are in the $1,000-$10,000 per year range.  Some of the projects are very specific as in 

the case of "Civic Center banners replacement," ($100,000) while others are very general as in 

"Park improvements, miscellaneous," ($4,216,018).   

While capital expenditures are currently (FY2011) financed by bond funds and other 

miscellaneous sources, there will be major capital expenditures in the future financed over a 

nearly eight year period by an earmarked portion of the municipal sales tax.  The MAPS 3 

program, approved by the city's voters in December 2009, is expected to involve $777 million of 

sales tax revenues financing a set of specifically identified capital projects.  These projects will 

include a major convention center and several park-related projects. 

 

Comparisons with Other Systems 
The Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department's scale dominates the function's 

scene among jurisdictions in central Oklahoma, though other jurisdictions do supply significant 

services. Oklahoma City's park/recreation functions compare favorably with similar-sized cities 

in the Midwest and Texas. 
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Table 11: Parks & Recreation Capital Budget, FY 2011 

  Operating 
cost impact 

2000 G.O. 
bonds ($) 

2007 G.O. 
bonds ($) 

Capital 
improve
ment fund 
($) 

OKC 
Municipal  
Facilities 
Authority ($) 

Other sources  
(see notes) ($) 

Total ($) 

ADA compliant access to park facilities  none 1,336,000     1,336,000 

63rd & Classen vicinity median landscaping  $1-10k   1,045   1,045 

Basketball court improvements, 7 sites  none 480,000     480,000 

Bricktown canal maintenance building, new [a]  $1-10k     300,000 300,000 

Civic Center banners replacement [a]  $1-10k     100,000 100,000 

Community center facility/improvements  none   29,254   29,254 

Golf course projects [b]  none     84,136 84,136 

Earlywine golf course clubhouse (new or 
renovation)  

none    125,000  125,000 

Lake Hefner pump station upgrade  $1-10k   127,415   127,415 

Lincoln Golf Course clubhouse (new or renovation)   none  2,250,000  125,000  2,375,000 

Playground improvements, citywide  none  1,269,000    1,269,000 

Picnic & shelter improvements, citywide  none  460,000    460,000 

Park walks, paths, landscaping, citywide  none  1,954,063    1,954,063 

Myriad Gardens improvements  none  3,520,000  802,000  4,322,000 

New downtown parkland acquisition  none    73,392  73,392 

Demolition of dilapidated park structures, 
citywide 

none   148,342   148,342 

Park improvements, miscellaneous [c]  none    2,805,569 1,455,449 4,261,018 

Public art, citywide  none   37,399   37,399 

Playground improvements, 4 parks  $1-10k   47,366   47,366 

Park walks, paths, landscaping, citywide  none 1,320,000     1,320,000 

Picnic & shelter improvements, citywide  none 200,000     200,000 

Playground repair, replacement at 34 city parks  none 1,950,000  9,988   1,959,988 
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Softball Hall of Fame parklands improvements  none  1,980,000  89,099  2,069,099 

Swimming pool and related improvements  none 600,000     600,000 

Equipment and miscellaneous outlays, city parks  none  145,700    145,700 

Will Rogers Park miscellaneous improvements  none  1,000,000  24,480  1,024,480 

Spraygrounds, 8+ parks  $1-10k   5,430   5,340 

          Total   5,886,000 12,578,763 406,239 4,044,540 1,939,585 24,855,037 

Notes to Parks & Recreation Capital Budget FY2011: 

[a] MAPS Reserve/Operating & Capital 

[b] OKC Public Property Authority 

[c] Special Purpose Funds 
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The Oklahoma Municipal League collects performance data for cities throughout the state as 

part of a financial data collection system of the Census Bureau.  The League provided data for 

FY2005 for Oklahoma County.  These data are summarized using population estimates from the 

Oklahoma Department of Commerce.  There are 20 municipalities within Oklahoma County. 

 Ten report no expenditures at all on parks and recreation. Their combined population in 
2005 was 18,112. The ten are Arcadia, Forest Park, Jones, Lake Aluma, Luther, Nicoma 
Park, Smith Village, Valley Brook, Warr Acres, and Woodland Park. 
 

 Another 14,943 people are estimated to be living in Oklahoma County, but not within any 
municipality.  That means that there are only 33,055 people not living within a 
jurisdiction with a parks and recreation program. 
 

 For the remaining 10 municipalities, 5 reported individual expenditures of less than 
$200,000 during 2005. These are Choctaw, Harrah, Nichols Hills, Spencer, and The 
Village. 
 

 Total parks and recreation expenditures, and population, for the remaining five were: 

Expenditures  Population  Per Capita 
      Bethany  $ 407,428  19,676     $20.72    

Del City  2,045,048  21,974       93.07 
Midwest City  2,224,875  55,185                  40.31 
Edmond  7,240,061  75,130                  96.37 
Oklahoma City          53,876,000             532,006    101.27 
 

 The Municipal League database applies only to municipal funds.  The City of Nichols 

Hills relies on a nonprofit organization, Nichols Hills Parks, Inc., to landscape and maintain an 

extensive system of parks, playgrounds, and other common areas.   

 Significant park system expenditures are budgeted in larger adjacent cities in neighboring 

counties. The City of Moore in Cleveland County (2009 population 53,763) budget for FY2011 

indicates park and recreation expenditures of around $1.2 million. Yukon in Canadian County 

(population 23,511) budgeted $1.7 million for the same year 

The International City Managers Association regularly publishes reports on a variety of 

municipal performance measures for a large number of cities participating in the survey program.  
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Table 12 contains data on basic parks characteristics from the organization's FY2009 report for 

Oklahoma City and roughly comparable cities Arlington TX, Austin TX, Kansas City MO, and 

Wichita KS.    Few of the 22 variables reported in Table 11 appear in to be remarkably different 

in Oklahoma City in comparison with the other four cities.   However, there are a couple of 

notable differences.  Oklahoma City's service area is vastly more extensive than the others' areas.  

OKC is the only one of the five indicating that it does not report contracting for any parks and 

recreation work.   

At least two caveats are important in interpreting Table 12.  First, some of the data being 

reported by the cities may be out-of-date.  That is certainly true of Oklahoma City's report of 

having 25 swimming pools; there are currently only seven in operation.  Second, it is not clear 

that the scope of parks and recreation services offered is comparable among the five 

municipalities; the OKC report that golf revenues represent 91 percent of earned revenue from 

all functions could not include the city's zoo.   
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Table 12: Comparable Parks 

 Oklahoma 
City 

Arlington, TX Austin, TX Kansas 
City, MO 

Wichita, 
KS 

I. Parks & recreation characteristics      

1. Residential population of area served 551,789 374,417 765,957 480,129 366,046 

2. Percent of population served that is juvenile 27.4 28.1 23.5 23.9 28.1 

3. Square miles of area served 621.0 99.0 259.5 318.6 163.0 

4. Total park acreage 21,930.0 4,690.4 41,158.0 14,451.0 4,892.1 

5. Percent of park acreage that is developed 70 80 30 37 53 

6. Does your jurisdiction contract for any parks & recreation work? No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

7. Percent of parks maintenance performed by contractors 0 29 15 6 0 

8. Athletic field acres 427 na na 564 221 

9. Playgrounds 123 46 168 119 341 

II. Parks & recreation facilities      

1. Recreation/community centers      

1.a. Number 19 8 23 10 19 

1.b. Total square feet 197,143 204,694 281,134 221,417 192,744 

2. Athletic fields (multiuse and single) 185 85 182 250 121 

3. Athletic field acres 427 na na 564 221 

4. Tennis courts 75 44 110 109 76 

5. Basketball courts 37 24 83 77 38 

6. Swimming pools (excluding wading pools and zero depth pools) 25 7 34 9 11 

7. Campgrounds 48 0 66 1 1 

8. Miles of bike, walking, and hiking trails 76 42 151 50 51 

9. Other parks and recreation facilities 4 1 128 478 102 

III. Parks & recreation revenues       

1. Net revenues per capita excluding golf revenues and expenditures ($) 28.73 14.40 42.02 19.60 28.77 

2. Golf only net revenues per capita ($) -1.97 -0.24 0.11 1.88 3.78 

3. Golf revenues percent of earned revenue from all parks & recreation facilities (%) 91.0 39.2 42.1 93.5 69.6 

Source: International City Managers Association, ICMA Center for Performance Measurement, FY 2009 Parks and Recreation.  
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Chapter 4: An Analysis of Crime Data as it Pertains to the OKC Parks 
System  
 
 
Note: This statistical analysis of crime data and its relationship to the Oklahoma City 
Parks System was conducted by Dr. Jonathan Willner, Oklahoma City University 
 

Since 1994, with the passage of the taxes associated with the various MAPS initiatives 

Oklahoma City has been building itself into a city of national stature. The renaissance of 

Oklahoma City has encompassed myriad public goods – schools, arenas, infrastructure, etc. A 

common element of major cities is the quality of its green spaces and its public parks. One issue 

associated with public parks is how they might be related to criminal behavior.  

All major cities are concerned with crime. Criminal behavior is a fact of human existence 

and a concern of the public. This study is a preliminary examination of the relationship between 

crimes and public parks in Oklahoma City.  
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Oklahoma City’s population has grown by 10% from 2000 through 2009. At the same 

time, total reported crimes decreased by 12%. This has led to a 22% decrease in the number of 

crimes per 1,000 city residents from 2000 through 2009. This decline, however, does not come 

from its peak. Crimes per 1,000 residents peaked at 113 in 2002.  

There are competing views about parks and their relationship to criminal behavior. Some 

view parks as a center for crime while others view them as a respite from crime. A broader view 

suggests that parks can be either. The condition of the park is what is crucial.  

One way to see the relationship between crimes and parks is to look at the frequency of 

crimes as we move away from parks. Do crimes happen in parks? Near parks? Far away from 

parks? Using reported crimes in Oklahoma City and their location relative to the nearest park it is 

possible to get a sense of where crimes take place in the city. The graph below shows the 
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proportion of crimes within 2,000 feet of the nearest public park that occurred within the park 

and in 100 foot gradients outside the park.  

In general crimes increase as we move away from a park. This is an average result across 

all parks and across time. As such it does not give us a good picture of how specific parks look 

and it does not capture the changes in Oklahoma City. 

To visualize change we look at the Will Rogers Park as a single park both in isolation and 

as compared to Oklahoma City as a whole and across time. Will Rogers Park has seen 

tremendous change in terms of reported crime and the location of those reports since 2000. 
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Unlike the city, Will Rogers Park does not show a decrease in crime proportion as we 

move away from the park itself. Within 1,000 feet of the park 14% of crimes are reported within 

100 feet of the park itself and there is no appreciable decline moving away from the park. 

However, if we examine how the location of crimes has changed in the 10 years from 

2000 through 2009 we can see significant changes. In 2000 17% of crimes within 2,000 feet of 

Will Rogers occurred immediately adjacent to the park itself. By 2009 this had declined to under 

10%. We do not see the increasing crime rate as distance from the park increases, simply a 

spreading of the crime towards that which is typical in the city as a whole. 
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GOAL 2:  
ASSESSMENT RELATIVE TO MEASURES OF AN EXCELLENT PARK SYSTEM 

 
“The Trust for Public Land conserves land for people to enjoy as parks, gardens, and other 

natural places, ensuring livable communities for generations to come."12   

In this section, criteria of excellence developed by a nationally recognized organization 

are used to assess the status of Oklahoma City's park system.  By using criteria of good 

performance developed independently, it is possible to gain insights into conditions and practices 

in Oklahoma City which compare favorably, and to identify conditions in need of improvement.   

 
 

Chapter 5: OKC Parks and Trust for Public Land's Seven Measures of 
Excellence 

 

The Trust for Public Land (TPL) [www.tpl.org] has been studying the relationship 

between cities and parks for nearly forty years.  In 2003, the TPL published a document entitled  

The Excellent City Park System—What Makes It Great and How to Get There..  This was 

reprinted in 2006 and it is from this later version that our analysis begins.  The Trust has 

identified the following seven factors as key to city park excellence: 

1. A clear expression of purpose 
2. An ongoing planning and community involvement process 
3. Sufficient assets in land, staffing, and equipment to meet the system’s goals 
4. Equitable access 
5. User satisfaction 
6. Safety from crime and physical hazards 
7. Benefits for the city beyond the boundaries of the parks 

                                                      
12 Peter Harnik, "The Excellent City Park System—What Makes it Great and How to Get There,"  The 
Trust for Public Lands, 2003, reprinted 2006, p. 3. 
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    In this chapter, we assess the Oklahoma City Parks System based upon these seven factors.  

Every effort has been made to make this assessment in an unbiased manner and we have drawn 

information from several different sources.  First, we have thoroughly researched resources 

provided by the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department website.  Second, in our 

personal visits to every park contained within the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation 

Department’s purview, we have observed the extent of community involvement, examined 

equitable access issues, and conducted surveys of user satisfaction.  Third, we have obtained an 

extensive data base from the Oklahoma City Police Department regarding crime statistics over 

the last ten years, broken down by park, and by type of crime.  Additionally, we have obtained 

input from the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department themselves as a type of “self-

study” regarding these seven factors.  Lastly, we have gathered input from outside experts 

familiar with the Oklahoma City Parks System, specifically addressing the seven factors 

identified above.  Because of its extent and diversity, every effort has been made to provide 

appropriate website linkages to original materials used in this analysis.  We begin our analysis 

with the first of the seven important factors.  

(Measure 1) A Clear Expression of Purpose 
 

“The citizenry must clearly set forth in writing the purpose of the park system and a mandate 

for the park department.  The department must then use that mandate as a springboard for its 

mission statement…”13   Embedded in this written mandate are the following questions: 

a) Does the city have and make available to the public, 

 A written legislative mandate?   

                                                      
13  Harnik, 2006, p. 16 
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The only written “legislative mandate” is the establishment of the Office of Park 

Commissioner in the City Charter, Ordinance Number 135, adopted July 15, 1893.14   

 A written mission statement?   

Contained within the City of Oklahoma City’s 2010- 2011 Annual Budget is the 

Departmental Budget for Parks and Recreation.15  On page 285 of the annual report, the 

organizational structure of Parks and Recreation is laid out and the Department Mission 

statement is provided: 

“The mission of the Parks and Recreation Department is to provide parks, 

recreational, and cultural services to Oklahoma City residents and visitors so they 

can enjoy an enhanced quality of life.”   

It should be noted that in the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Comprehensive 

Plan16, dated April 2005, the mission statement is: “To promote the highest quality of life and to 

stimulate the economic viability of this great city by providing beautiful parks, public areas, and 

quality cultural and leisure time opportunities for our citizens.”  

 A broader view of the Parks and Recreation Department's mission is contained in the 

City Manager's annual "Message" contained in the FY2011 Budget book.  In a section reviewing 

strategic priorities, the City Manager reports the following statement of how the Parks and 

Recreation Department fits into the broader mission of city government. 

The City Council has identified expanding recreational, entertainment, and cultural        
opportunities as a means of accomplishing the strategic priority to enhance the quality of 
life in the City. (p. 9) 
 

In addition to quality of life, strategic priorities of the city include: 

                                                      
14 Oklahoma City Ordinance No. 135 available at: http://www.okcu.edu/ERPI/projects.aspx 
15The link to the entire Oklahoma City Budget:   
http://www.okc.gov/finance/FY10-11%20Budget%20Book%20for%20Publishing%20to%20Web.pdf 
16 “Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Comprehensive Plan”, prepared for the Oklahoma City Parks 
and Recreation Department, April 2005, LANDPLAN Consultants, Incorporated, p. 9.    
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 preserve and grow citizen confidence and trust in city government 
 focus on infrastructure development  
 provide a sustainable financial model  
 promote greater government efficiency, to improve public transportation  
 expand economic development initiatives  
 be in compliance with budgeting and financial planning policies 

 A written set of defined core services?  

These can be found on the main page for the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation website. 17 

The core services for the Department's divisions are:  

(1)The Recreation Division provides recreation and education programs at parks, athletic 

fields,  lakes, nature areas and community centers. 

(2)The Grounds Management Division mows and maintains more than 6,900 land 

acres.  It is also responsible for maintenance of areas along the Oklahoma River and 

the Bricktown Canal and selected center medians and new streetscapes. 

(3)The Botanical Gardens Division manages the Myriad Botanical Gardens and Will 

Rogers Gardens.  The Myriad Botanical Gardens, in downtown Oklahoma City, is 

home to the Crystal Bridge Tropical Conservatory, a living plant museum housing 

thousands of exotic tropical plants from around the world.  The Will Rogers Gardens 

houses an arboretum, the Charles E. Sparks Rose Garden and Ed Lycan Conservatory.  

(4)The Civic Center Division manages the Stage Center, Rose State Performing Arts 

Center, and the Civic Center Music Hall, which reopened following a $52 million 

renovation in September, 2001. 

b) Does your agency publish a publicly available annual report?   YES 

                                                      
17 http://www.okc.gov/parks/index.html 
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Each year the Oklahoma City Parks Department creates an annual budget.  It contains 

 the major budget changes, issues, strategies and results.18  For Fiscal Year 2010-2011 Annual 

Budget, this information begins on page 285.  With few exceptions, individual departments of 

the City of Oklahoma City do not issue special annual reports.  Rather, the city's annual 

budget book contains much detail on the particular department's current operations.  The 

budget book for FY2011 is 681 pages long and treats both operations and capital needs and 

performance.  The Parks and Recreation Department's portion of the FY 2011 Budget 

included 22 pages on operations and 8 pages on capital.  Broad programs and performance 

measures are emphasized.  However, this does not extend to detailed reporting about various 

activities.  For example, specific listing of performances at the Civic Center Music Hall is not 

mentioned—as might be expected in a detailed agency annual report.   

 In preparation for the budget, departments make presentations to the City Council 

reporting on their activities.  These presentations and associated questions and discussion by the 

City Council are recorded and made available on the city's web site and the city’s TV channel 

20.  It is emphasized at this point that the City of Oklahoma City maintains an extensive user 

friendly web site that makes various reports, documents, and hearings readily available.  

Transparency is emphasized. 

 If the city decides to issue an annual report applicable to the Parks and Recreation 

Department, it should consider its broader priority of enhancing the quality of life discussed 

above.  Such an annual report should cover not only the Parks and Recreation Department, but 

also the city's zoo, golf courses, meeting and athletic event venues, and developments at the 

                                                      

18 Oklahoma City FY 2010-11 Annual Budget 
http://www.okc.gov/finance/FY10-11%20Budget%20Book%20for%20Publishing%20to%20Web.pdf 
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Oklahoma River.  It might even round things out and include briefly some non-city venues such 

as the Cowboy Hall, the Science Museum, Remington Park, the Art Museum, and 

Bricktown/Canal. 

c) Does this provide hard, numerical information on outcomes?  YES 

It also provides actual numbers as well as estimates and targets for future potential 

changes. 

d) Does it provide useful budget numbers?  YES 

It provides numbers for expenditures and funding sources.19 

For Fiscal Year 2010-2011 Annual Budget, this information begins on page 290. 

 

(Measure 2) An Ongoing Planning and Community Involvement Process 

“To be successful, a city park system needs a master plan…The department’s master 

plan should be substantiated thoroughly, reviewed regularly, and updated every five years.  

The agency should have a robust, formalized community involvement mechanism…”20   Key 

questions include: 

a) Is your park-and-recreation plan integrated into the full city-wide comprehensive 

plan?   

On September 6, 2000, the City Council of Oklahoma City approved the OKC Plan 

2000-2020, which was adopted by the Planning Commission on September 28, 2000.  Pages 

                                                      
19Oklahoma City FY 2010-11 Annual Budget: 
 http://www.okc.gov/finance/FY10-11%20Budget%20Book%20for%20Publishing%20to%20Web.pdf 
20 Harnik,  2006, p. 18. 
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85 through 94 incorporate a discussion of the park system, a map highlighting the Oklahoma 

City Parks, an “Action Plan”, and a complete listing of Oklahoma City Parks Facilities, 

including Neighborhood Parks, Community Parks, Large Urban Parks, Regional Parks, and 

other facilities such as the Martin Park Nature Center, the Stinchcomb Wildlife Refuge, and 

the Myriad Botanical Gardens.21  

b) Do you have a park system master plan that is less than five years old?  

  Landplan Consultants, Incorporated, prepared for the Oklahoma City Parks and 

Recreation Department, in April 2005, the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Comprehensive 

Plan, which, was adopted by the City Council on April 18, 2006.22  The 235 page document 

includes a vast amount of data and detailed maps covering virtually all dimensions of the system.   

 The purpose of the 2005 document was "to identify and prioritize specific recommended 

actions to be taken over the next 15+ years."  This was undertaken at a fine level of detail and 

includes "estimated costs associated with proposed parkland acquisition, additional facilities, and 

existing facilities restorations" (p. 115).  The result is a set of prioritized improvements reported 

for eight specific types of facilities in 27 planning zones used by the city's Planning Department.  

With an anticipated total cost of $236 million, the improvements are specified for phases running 

0-5 years, 5-10 years, and 10-15 years.  The complete list of activities of activities on a park-by-

park basis is contained in a 35-page appendix, with costs and timing indicated for each single 

activity.  For example, at Wheeler Park an "internal multi-use trail" is to be created during the 

first five-year phase at an estimated cost of $155,000. (p. 165)  

                                                      
21 The link to the complete comprehensive plan is: http://www.okc.gov/planning/documents/OKCPlan2000-
2020.pdf 
 
22 Section VIII, part F. (p. 18) Access at: http://www.okcu.edu/ERPI/projects.aspx 
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The plan was generated by evaluating existing facilities in comparison with standards 

developed essentially from those of the National Parks and Recreation Association (NPRA).  

Important additional considerations for standards were based on a special community survey.   

In the report's Appendix C, individual parks are judged against key standards for three most 

common (neighborhood, community, and district) classes of park with respect to four variables: 

(1) acres/population, (2) minimum-maximum size, (3) population served, and (4) service area.  

This comparison with standards is presented for 2000 population and for projected 2010 

population. 

 It is emphasized that the 2005 Comprehensive Plan is what might be referred to as a 

micro-planning document.  It focuses on very, very specific actions to be undertaken based on a 

detailed inventory of the city's parks and how they stack up, individually, with the NPRA 

standards.  This is quite different from the current project.  The standards used in the current 

project are the "Seven Measures of an Excellent Park System" prepared by the Trust for Public 

Land.  The NPRA document may be thought of as dealing with trees, while the Seven Measures 

emphasize the forest. Nevertheless, some of the detailed data on the system contained in the 

Comprehensive Plan has implications for these seven measures.  

c) Does the agency have an official citizen advisory board or similar community 

involvement mechanism that meets regularly?  

 The official citizen advisory board is the Park Commission.  This commission meets 

on the third Wednesday of each month at 3:00 p.m. The current members of the Park 

Commission (by ward) include: 23 

                                                      
23 The agenda of the Parks Commission can be viewed at: http://www.okc.gov/AgendaPub/meet.aspx 
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Clyde Caldwell, At Large Chair 
Joe Mallone, Ward 1                                                             
T. Scott Buxton, Ward 2  
Jeff Olebert, Ward 3 
Louis Elkins-Alexander, Ward 4 
Ray Thompson, Ward 5 
Janet Seefeldt, Ward 6 
Lonnie Fuller, Ward 7 
Allen Paine, Ward 8, Chairman 
 

The agenda and other important information about the Parks Commission can be viewed 

at [http://www/okc.gov/AgendaPub/meet.aspx]. This Commission provides an excellent 

illustration of the extent to which the city goes to make available on its web site information 

about its operations.   

 The Parks Commission's meetings are designed to provide reasonable citizen input to 

meetings in addition to that provided by the Commission members themselves.  Procedures are 

described concerning steps that will be taken to assure access to persons with disabilities.  

Openness is guaranteed by the following policy. "Citizens may address the Park Commission 

during public hearings on any agenda item or at the end of the meeting when the Chair asks for 

citizen comments."  Citizens should limit comments to three minutes.   

 Before each meeting, an "Agenda Packet" is available on the city's web site.  This packet 

contains extensive information about the issues to be discussed at the upcoming Commission 

meeting.   

Minutes are made available on the same web site.  The minutes also include information 

on those attending the meeting listing Commissioners present and absent, staff present, and 

others present and their various positions including "citizen."   

The Commissioners are appointed to represent various wards, so they are also obviously 

linked to the City Council whose members also represent wards.  City staff and others take the 
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Parks Commission meetings quite seriously.  Issues considered at meetings are often of major 

importance.  For example, the January 2011 Parks Commission meeting considered, among other 

things, the construction of a major privately owned water park near Lake Hefner, the provision 

of canoe/kayak access to the North Canadian River (Oklahoma River?) and the disposal of a 

former fire station building that was on park property but no longer in use.  In attendance at the 

meeting were 13 staff members from the city's Parks and Recreation Department, Planning 

Department, Utilities Department, and Municipal Counselor's office.  Also in attendance were 

representatives of the Mayor's Committee on Disability Concerns, affected neighborhood 

associations, and the head of the Oklahoma City Urban Renewal Authority.   

It is clear from the significance of the positions of those in attendance that all were taking 

seriously the actions of the Parks Commission. There appears to be no lack of input by citizens 

and staff in the formulation of parks and recreation policies at this level.                            

 

d) How many contracts do you have with private non-profit organizations?   

According to the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department, they have 204 

contracts with local non-profit organizations, including 53 neighborhood associations.24  

Most of these are small organizations that provide local services such as picking up trash, 

funding flowerbeds, and planting trees.  However, some of the more significant organizations 

include the Myriad Gardens Foundation, the Oklahoma City Zoological Trust, OKC Beautiful 

(and the Adopt-A-Park Program), and the Oklahoma City Community Foundation (OCCF).  

The OCCF, for example, has contributed over $800,000.00 over the past twenty years to carry 

out the mission of the Margaret Annis Boys Trust, which is to beautify public lands in 

                                                      
24 For the full list of contracts visit: http://www.okcu.edu/ERPI/projects.aspx 
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Oklahoma County.  Since its inception in 1991, the Boys Trust has supported more than 70 

projects throughout Oklahoma County including arboretums for public schools, trees for Lake 

Hefner Trails, the Blossom Bluff at the Myriad Gardens, the Dog Park at Lake Hefner and 

many other beautification projects in neighborhoods, along roadways, and in parks and other 

public lands. 

e) Do you have a city-wide “park friends” organization?  How many individual parks 

have “friends” groups?   

According to the Parks and Recreation Department there is no city wide “park 

friends” organization.  Martin Nature Center has a “friends” organization specific to that park, 

and the Myriad Gardens has a foundation specific to that park.  The Oklahoma City 

Community Foundation (OCCF), as Trustee of the Margaret Annis Boys Trust; Oklahoma 

City Beautiful, Inc.; and the Adopt-A-Park programs are certainly “park friends” as are the 

other individuals and entities outlined in the .pdf document above. For example, the OCCF 

often provides funding for park projects through the Margaret Annis Boys Trust primarily 

through neighborhoods to benefit specific park projects.  OCCF has also provided substantial 

funding for tree planting at Lake Hefner, Lake Overholster, and arboretum improvements at 

Will Rogers Park25   

 

(Measure 3) Sufficient Assets in Land, Staffing and Equipment to Meet the 
System’s Goals 

“It is critical that every agency know the extent of its natural and historical 

resources… and have a plan to manage them sustainably.  It is important to publish these 
                                                      
25 Contributions by the Oklahoma City Community Foundation: http://www.okcu.edu/ERPI/projects.aspx 
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numbers annually to track the growth (or shrinkage) of the system over time.”26   The key 

questions for this factor include: 

a) What was your agency’s total actual revenue in the most recent completed fiscal year,  

including both operating funds and capital funds?  

 According to the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department, total actual revenue 

in FY 2008-2009 was $40,218,601 (per the Trust for Public Land definition, which includes golf 

systems). Breaking this down, for FY 2008-2009, this  includes $23,298,524 (p. 290 of the FY 

2010-2011 budget book), plus $8,095,077 in Bond Funds, plus $8,825,000 (from the 

Comprehensive Annual Financial Report) in golf revenues. 

b) What was the city’s approximated total level of private donations for parks?   

According to the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department, total private 

donations equaled $52,725 in the last fiscal year.   

c) The acreage you own (and/or control) within the city limits, broken down into three 

categories:   

 Natural areas (including water acreage) = 1,493 acres 

 Designed areas (including water acreage) = 15,653 acres 

 Undeveloped areas (land not yet open to the public) = 4,695 acres 

 Note the land that is owned outside the city limits. NONE 

c) How many acres if any do you operate in joint use with a school district?  NONE 

  In terms of both economic and space efficiencies, it seems prudent that Oklahoma City 

should consider cooperative agreements between the City and the school districts to share 

grounds and play equipment rather than having a park and a school playground directly adjacent 

                                                      
26 Harnik, 2006,  p. 21. 
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to each other with only a fence separating the two like we see at Greenvale, Council Grove, and 

Kirkland Elementary Schools.  It should be noted the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation 

Department does not construct fences between schools or other neighboring facilities to restrict 

access into the park unless it happens to be a specific park facility which, for safety or control 

purposes (i.e. admission charges/rental fees), requires a barrier in place.  The only other type of 

barrier erected by the Parks Department around some parks are low vehicular barriers designed 

to keep vehicles from driving off of paved roads and/or parking lots and causing damage to park 

grounds.  

d) How many natural resources professional horticulturists, foresters, and landscape 

architect do you have on staff?   

According to the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department there are twelve 

horticulturists, six tree trimmers, two naturalists, one fishery biologist, and two landscape 

architects on their staff. 

e) Is there a natural resource management plan?   

In discussing this question with the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department, it 

was noted that “while there is mention of natural resources in our Park Master Plan, there is no 

formal natural resource management plan. 

f) How much did your agency spend in the past fiscal year, including maintenance, 

programming, capital construction, and land acquisition?  

 According to the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department, expenditures 

summed to $40,249,867, including bond expenditures as reported to The Trust for Public Land.   
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g) Is there a marketing plan for the park system?  NO  

 Per the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department, there is no comprehensive 

marketing plan for the Oklahoma City Parks System. 

  

(Measure 4)  Equitable Access  
 

a) Do you know the distance from every residence to its nearest park?   NO.   

Development of data on distance to "nearest park" from "every residence" is clearly not 

feasible.  Oklahoma City's population of 580 thousand inhabits a land area of a bit over 600 

square miles.  For neighborhood parks, Economic Research & Policy Institute Scholars at OCU 

developed a database indicating distance from one park to the next closest park.  This data 

includes geographical distance as well as distance in time, assuming an average walking speed of 

approximately three miles per hour.27 With 136 parks of all sizes and functions, access to any 

park at all may not be as significant as distance, say, to nearest family aquatic center.   

 Discussion of demographic trends by ward in Chapter 2 emphasizes that recent 

population growth in Oklahoma City has been concentrated in the far southern part of the city 

and the far northwest.  For example, the estimated population of rapidly-growing Ward 8 in the 

far northwest in 2010 is 85,401, and the population in the older Ward 2 in the north central city is 

66,814—even though the two wards started out in 2000 with roughly equivalent populations.  

There are 18 parks of all sorts in Ward 2, while there are 10 in Ward 8.  Both because of the 

history of the city's population growth and because of the generally larger lot sizes, there can be 

little doubt that distance from residence to nearest park in Ward 8 is greater than in Ward 2.   

                                                      
27 For access to the “Walking Distance Between Parks” file visit http://www.okcu.edu/erpi/projects.aspx 
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The Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Comprehensive Plan contains vast amount of 

data relating to the city's parks that can be useful in dealing with a wide variety of issues, 

including this issue of equitable access.  In the discussion that follows, Comprehensive Plan data 

are used to examine the geographic dimension of equitable access, i.e. how easily accessible are 

park facilities for the city's residents. 

    Table 13 contains information on the number of parks by park type within five regional 

clusters of planning zones used by the Oklahoma City Planning Department.  Regional clusters 

are labeled Central, Northeast, Southeast, Northwest, and Southwest.  Parks types used in the 

Comprehensive Plan and their brief description are: 

 Neighborhood Park: The basic unit of the park system, 5 to 20 acres, serving a 
population of 3,000-10,000. 

 Community Park: Serve several adjoining neighborhoods, 20 to 100 acres, serving a 
population of 10,000 to 50,000. 

 District Park: 100 to 250 acres, serving population of 50,000 to 175,000, meet 
community-based needs (in Oklahoma City sometimes called urban parks). 

 Metropolitan Park: citywide service area, often natural resource based (in Oklahoma 
City sometimes referred to as regional parks. 

 Specialty Park: generally serve a single purpose, located strategically within city. 
 Greenspace, Nature Park and Detention pond are self-explanatory.     

The issue of equitable geographic access is most significant with respect to 

Neighborhood Parks.  The data in Table 13 suggests that Neighborhood Parks are much more 

geographically accessible in older central parts of the city than in the more distant suburbs. There 

are also significant areas of the city not served at all by nearby Neighborhood Parks.   

 Sixty-four of the 88 Neighborhood Parks are in the relatively densely populated Central 

region consisting of seven planning zones—with a region-wide population per park of 3,943.  At 

4,077, the population per Neighborhood Park in the Northeast cluster of planning zones is also 

relatively low.  It is only in the newer, less densely populated, more recently settled,  
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Table 13:  Regional Allocation of Parks by Park Type, Oklahoma City, 2005 

  Total 
System 

Central  Northeast  Southeast  Northwest  Southwest 

        
Population 2000 by region  506,132 252,341 16,307 27,757 125,139 84,538 
        
Planning zones  27 7 4 3 7 6 
        
Population per zone  18,746 36,049 4,077 9,252 17,877 14,090 
        
Total system parks  150 104 10 1 20 15 
        
Neighborhood parks  88 64 4 0 11 9 
        
Regionwide population per neighborhood park  5,752 3,943 4,077 n/a 11,376 9,393 

        
Community parks  26 20 4 0 1 1 
        
District parks  5 4 1 0 0 0 
        
Metropolitan parks  9 4 0 1 2 2 
        
Specialty parks  5 4 0 0 1 0 
        
Greenspace  10 6 1 0 3 0 
        
Nature  2 0 0 0 2 0 
        
Detention pond  5 1 0 0 1 3 
        
        
Source: Landplan Consultants, Inc., Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Comprehensive 
     Plan, April 2005 (for OKC Parks & Recreation Dept.), pp. 3242; Maps 6.46.8.   
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clusters of suburban planning zones labeled Northwest and Southwest that the population per 

Neighborhood Park is around 10,000.   

There were no Neighborhood Parks at all reported in 11 of the city's 27 planning zones.   

There were none at all in the Southeast area, while such parks were absent in 4 of the 7 

Northwest zones, and 3 of 6 Southwest zones.    

The Comprehensive Plan's Appendix C lists each one of the city's 88 Neighborhood 

Parks and the specific planning zone population that they were estimated to serve in 2000. (p. 

143).  For the whole city, 62 of the Neighborhood Parks served a population of less than 3,000.  

There were 26 of these parks serving a greater population, but none served a population larger 

than 5,000.   

 Twenty-four of 26 Community Parks are located in the Central and Northeast clusters of 

planning zones.  Thus the odds are low that Community Parks offset the absence of 

Neighborhood Parks in the other three planning zone clusters, i.e. Southeast, Northwest, and 

Southwest. 

 District Parks, Metropolitan Parks, Specialty Parks, and Nature Parks provide special 

benefits to those who live relatively nearby.  There are 21 of these four classes of park listed in 

Table 13.  Twelve are located in the Central cluster of planning zones—where population is most 

concentrated.   The Northwest cluster has five of these classes of park, while there are two such 

parks in the Southwest, and one each in the Northeast and Southeast.  Except for the Central 

cluster, equitable geographic access does not appear to characterize these four classes of park.     

 

b) If your agency charges a user fee for any location or activity, does it offer income 

based reductions of scholarships, or free days?  
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 The Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Department does not have a program for fee 

 reductions based on income.  There are occasional “free days” at the Myriad Gardens. 

c) Is there a formal disability advisory group to assist in meeting the physical and 

 programming mission of your park system?  YES 

The Mayor’s Advisory Committee on Disabilities and the City ADA Committee28 

constitute formal advisory groups providing input regarding the physical and 

programming mission of the parks system.  The City’s internal ADA committee consists 

of Paula Falkenstein (Director of General Services), Adhir Agrawal (Public Works Civil 

Engineer), Terry Ash (Park Planner), Fabio Capillo (Public Works –Traffic  

management), Renita Crump (Development Services – Inspections), Mike Degiacomo 

(PublicWorks – Street Superintendent), Sandra Johnson (Public Works – Project 

Manager), Pete Pickett(General Services –Building Management), George Storm ( Public 

Works – Chief Street & Paving Engineer), Keith Wilkinson (Public Works – Field 

Services Supt), and Mike Wilson (Development Center –Plan Review). 

 

(Measure 5)  User Satisfaction 
 

a) Do you know the yearly use of your park system (i.e., user days)?   What is the 

attendance by time of day, by park, by activity? What are the demographics of your users 

and non users?  We posed these questions to the Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation 

Department and they indicated that they do not have or collect information regarding 

these demographic questions.  However, in our research, we found some attendance data 

from the City of Oklahoma City from their FY 2010 Performance Report (p.6); and from 

                                                      
28  Information and membership of the Mayor’s Disability Committee may be found at 
http://www.okc.gov/council/disability concerns/ index.html 
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their Fiscal Year 2010-11 Annual Budget (pp. 295-306), which is shown in Table 14. It 

should be noted that the first row of numbers, representing “Attendees at All Locations,” 

is not a figure that represents overall park attendance.  Rather, this represents a 

compilation of attendance at the Civic Center Music Hall, Ford Center, and the Cox 

Convention Center for FY 2010. 

Table 14: Selected Attendance Data, Parks and Recreation, FY 2009-2011 

  FY09 actual 
attendance 

FY10 
estimate of 
attendance 

FY11 
target 
attendance 

I. Visitors     

     Attendees at All Locations [a]  2,223,687 1,879,222 n.a. 

     Attendees at selected facilities:     

          Crystal Bridge [b]  79,205 56,277 29,000

          Civic Center Music Hall [b]  402,070 249,129 299,095

     

          Aquatic centers [b]  76,505 68,453 70,000

          Swimming pools [b]  36,419 51,655 30,000

          Nature Center and trails [b]  63,033 105,510 65,000

          Senior visitors [b]  42,853 47,559 32,000

          Oklahoma City Zoo [a]   811,569  

II. Miscellaneous measures     

     Number of fishing permits sold [b]  16,092 15,507 17,250

     General recreation participation [b]  333,651 361,752 266,000

      Municipal golf courses rounds played [c]  277,827 245,936 n.a. 

[a]City of Oklahoma City, FY 2010 Performance Report, p. 6. 

[b] City of Oklahoma City, Fiscal Year 20102011 Annual Budget, pp. 295306. 

[c] Oklahoma City Parks & Recreation Department.  

 

b) Is there at least one full time person in the park agency (or elsewhere in the city 

government) devoted to surveying park users and non users and analyzing the surveys?  

NO.  The City does, however, contract from time to time with consulting firms to conduct 

surveys of this type.  For example, the April 2005 plan prepared for OKC by Landplan 
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Consultants, Incorporated), contains information derived from surveys.  In the summer of 2008, 

the city had the ETC Institute undertake a survey of 3,000 households whose purpose was to 

"assess citizen satisfaction with the delivery of major city services and to help determine 

priorities for the community as part of the City's ongoing planning process." [2008 

DirectionFinder Survey, Executive Summary Report, p. 2].  Part of the results of this survey 

applicable to parks and recreation is contained in Table 15. Generally, about half the respondents 

were satisfied or very satisfied with features of the parks and recreation system.  A fifth or less 

was dissatisfied. 

   

Table 15: Citizen Satisfaction with Parks & Recreation, Oklahoma City, 2008 (percent by 
response) 

  Very 
satisfied  

Satisfied  Neutral  Dissatisfied 

      

Overall quality of life in OKC  16 52 22 9 

Location of city parks  14 45 29 11 

Maintenance of city parks  14 46 29 12 

Recreation opportunities at lakes  14 40 34 13 

Walking and biking trails  12 39 30 20 

City golf courses  15 36 44 5 

Outdoor athletic fields  11 38 40 11 

Information about programs  11 31 37 21 

Availability of city recreation 
centers 

9 31 41 19 

City swimming pools and 
programs 

9 28 44 20 

      

Source: ECI Institute, 2008 DirectionFinder Survey, Final report for the City of 
Oklahoma City, Olathe, Kansas, 2008, pp. 3, 15. 
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(Measure 6)  Safety from crime and physical hazards 
 

a) How many uniformed park personnel does your agency have or contract with? 

(Uniformed personnel can include park police, rangers, outdoor park workers or 

visible/recognizable volunteers in the parks, but does not include office workers.)  NONE 

b) Do you systematically collect neighborhood data comparing youth crime that occur in 

parks? NO  It should be noted however, that the Oklahoma City Police Department does 

provide occasional assistance on a limited basis. 

c) Do you systematically collect neighborhood data comparing youth crime rates with the 

provision of recreational services?  NO 

d) Do you know your system’s ratio of male to female users, preferable on a park by park 

basis?  NO 

 As discussed in Chapter 4, Oklahoma City University conducted extensive 

research into crime data provided by the Oklahoma City Police Department for the period 

2000 to 2009.  Over 850,000 crimes were reported in Oklahoma City during this decade.  

An analysis was made as to the propensity of crime to occur “within a park” as opposed 

to moving outside and away from a park.  The data for this time period show, in general, 

that crimes tend to increase as we move away from a park.  An interactive map showing 

crime in and around Will Rogers Park is available on the Economic Research & Policy 

Institute website. 29Additional analysis of this massive data set is ongoing with the intent 

of supplying similar details for each park in the Oklahoma City Parks System. 

 

                                                      
29 Access the Economic Research & Policy Institute web site at http://okcu.edu/erpi/projects.aspx to find a link for 
the interactive map of Will Rogers. 
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(Measure 7) Benefits for the city beyond the boundaries if the parks 
 
Does you city systematically collect data comparing property values near parks with 

those farther from parks and report on the findings?  NO.   

The city does not gather and analyze this data because (1) the necessary financial 

resources needed to undertake such a study are not available and (2) even if the city had plenty of 

money, it is still doubtful that necessary expenditures to undertake such a one-time research 

project would reflect a wise use of funds—let alone to maintain the data over time.   

 It is emphasized that research on this issue requires the application of sophisticated 

econometric modeling.  Property values within a city are influenced by many factors which 

would need to be sorted out in order to gain an independent indication of the impact of park 

facilities as a function of a property's distance from the park.  Such research could be undertaken 

in Oklahoma City especially because of the readily accessible longitudinal database on market 

value of property subject to the property tax maintained in the office of the County Assessor.   

 It may be desirable from a public relations point of view to collect limited anecdotal 

information on the impact of some new park facilities—where a case can be made for increases 

in property values following the presence of new facilities.  This would be strictly a public 

relations initiative. 
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GOAL 3:  
OPERATING COSTS FOR NEW AND RENOVATED PARKS: 
 FISCAL IMPACTS AND LONGTERM ADJUSTMENTS 

 
 In Chapter 1 above, the City of Oklahoma City's remarkable "MAPS 3" $777 million 

program of infrastructure improvements was introduced.  Three quarters of those expenditures 

are planned essentially for the city's central core including a convention center, streetcar system, 

improvements to the Oklahoma River, and a new Central Park.  These projects will all come on 

line during and after the 7 3/4 year period the city is collecting a penny sales tax to cover the 

capital costs.  The city is also in the process of implementing its "Project 180," a $140 million 

program of central core streetscape improvements which also includes a renovation of the 

Myriad Botanical Gardens and improvements to Bicentennial Park.   

 Over time, there can be no doubt that these new and improved facilities will require 

annual expenditure for their operation and maintenance.  The following two chapters review the 

three just-mentioned central core park projects and their O&M costs.   A significant share of 

these costs will need to be covered through city's General Fund budget.  The new outlays are 

likely to result in some long-term adjustments in the city's budget for parks and recreation.  

Adjustments may also include expansion of private-public partnerships in parks and recreation. 

 

Chapter 6: Central Park, Myriad Gardens, and Bicentennial Park: 
Overview and Operation and Maintenance Costs 
 

 This chapter reviews forecasts of operation and maintenance (O&M) costs of the planned  

MAPS 3 Central Park project to be located immediately south of downtown Oklahoma City.  

Additional cost data are presented for the renovated Myriad Botanical Gardens and Bicentennial 
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Park.  Both of the latter projects are elements in a major renovation of the city's downtown 

infrastructure known as "Project 180."  The Myriad Gardens will reopen some time during 2011, 

and the Bicentennial Park renovation will begin in 2012. Basic methodologies for estimating 

O&M costs are introduced.  Central Park is will be in place later as additional MAPS 3 sales tax 

money flows in.   

Critical to the fiscal impact of the new Central Park will be how its O&M costs will fit 

into the City of Oklahoma City's General Fund budget.  This fund is basic to the city's ongoing 

fiscal operations and is the source of most of the O&M outlays spent by the Parks and Recreation 

Department.  An overarching feature continues to be a chronic "revenue/expenditure gap" in the 

city's General Fund budget—with projected revenues insufficient to cover expenditures. This gap 

is viewed as long-term and structural rather than short term and dependent on the business cycle.   

It is mandatory that this gap be closed each year.  The long-term policy challenge faced by 

Oklahoma City is how to make necessary adjustments in General Fund expenditures and 

revenues.  There is thus a likelihood that new O&M costs for new capital facilities will 

necessitate changes in the level and pattern of O&M outlays.   

 

 

Overview of Central Park, Myriad Gardens and Bicentennial Park 
 

When completed, the renovated Myriad Gardens and planned Central Park will form the 

northern core of a relatively seamless linear park system extending from the newly-constructed 

50 story Devon World Headquarters Tower on the north to the Oklahoma River on the south.  

Bicentennial Park is a relatively small facility located in front of the downtown Civic Center 

Music Hall. 
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Characteristics of Central Park and Myriad Gardens--including O&M costs are available 

in detailed reports prepared for the city by consulting firms specializing in park planning and 

analysis.  Much public input preceded a 1999 Oklahoma City Central Park Concept Plan 

prepared by consultant Hargreaves Associates for the city's Public Works Department and 

Planning Department.30  This plan and its capital cost estimate played a key role in allocating to 

the Central Park $130 million of capital funds from the MAPS 3 sales tax. 

 Extensive citizen and consultant inputs also formed the basis for the physical features 

and programs of the renovated Myriad Gardens.  Of particular importance was the role played by 

the private Myriad Gardens Foundation.  The basic design for the facility was prepared by 

Houston landscape architectural consultant "Office of James Burnett."  A December 2010 report 

prepared for the city by ETM Associates presents recommendations for programming and for 

new administrative structures, along with estimates of annual O&M costs.31  

 
 

Central Park 
 

The Central Park emerged as a significant part of a "Core to Shore" planning process 

which the City of Oklahoma City initiated in the fall of 2006.  At its broadest level, the Core to 

Shore concept covers a redevelopment area of 692 acres between the downtown core and the 

Oklahoma River. This is an ongoing activity with no finite end in sight.  

The major portion of the Central Park consists of a 25 acre area two blocks wide between 

Robinson and Hudson streets and extending five blocks south from a planned boulevard 

                                                      
30Hargreaves Associates, Oklahoma City Central Park Concept Plan, prepared for the City of Oklahoma City 
Public Works Department and City of Oklahoma City Planning Department,  August 14, 2009. 
 
31 ETM Associates, LLC, Myriad Gardens Operations and Management Plan, Prepared for City of Oklahoma City 
and Office of James Burnett, Dec. 2010. 
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replacing the relocated I-40 to the new I-40 which would have been at about SW 8th St.  A 15-

acre southern component of the Central Park project will be located south of the new I-40 and be 

linked to the northern component by an architecturally striking "SkyDance Bridge." The 

Hargreaves planning document refers to this as "Central Park South."  This area will consist 

largely of volleyball, basketball, and soccer facilities.  Thus the overall Central Park project is 

reported as consisting of 40 acres. Ultimately, additional park facilities are planned to provide a 

linkage another six or seven blocks all the way south to the Oklahoma River.  

Major features of the main Central Park are built around a great lawn at the north edge, a 

series of "cuestas" cascading to the south which provide pleasant raised areas to offset the area's 

basic flat topography, and a lake with a water garden.  Also included will be a family play area, a 

stage with a seating slope, prairie gardens sited throughout the park, and fountains. An ice rink 

will operate at one of the fountains during season. It is planned that there will be 1,800 new trees 

placed in the park to provide shelter from the summer sun and frequent windy periods.   

The consultant recommended four main types of programs to be implemented in the 

Central Park: (1) Core Baseline Activities could involve walking/strolling/ jogging/biking, 

picnics, sunning and sun-bathing, café/restaurant usage, and people watching.  (2) Frequent 

programs and events include workshops, guided tours of sustainable features, yoga in the park, 

social hours for adults, Tai-Chi, educational classes. (3)Seasonal activities and events examples 

are flower market, farmers market, ice skating, and holiday tree lighting.  (4)And there will be 

special events such as major art exhibits, fall plant sale, outdoor theaters, performances, festivals, 

and marathons or runs.   
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Myriad Botanical Gardens 
Located across the street from the Devon Tower between Robinson and Hudson streets, 

the Myriad Gardens' 17 acre site is relatively compact and intensively occupied by a variety of 

park, recreational, and horticultural assets.  Its centerpiece is a massive tropical conservatory 

(Crystal Bridge) that was originally opened in 1988. The park facilities and garden are subject to 

a $38 million extensive redesign and renovation which will be completed in 2011. This 

renovation is being implemented as an initial element in the City of Oklahoma City's "Project 

180," a three-year $140 million downtown infrastructure program being financed with bond 

funds and a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) district triggered by the construction of the Devon 

Tower.  A major feature of the renovation is the re-glazing of the transparent "skin" of the 

Crystal Bridge.    

At the most basic level, it is estimated that botanical areas occupy 44 percent of the space 

at the Myriad Gardens, with parkland accounting for another 42 percent.  There are over 700 

trees within the facility.    

Just like the Central Park, recommended programming at the Myriad Gardens falls into 

four categories.  (1)Daily activities include walking, strolling, tours, picnics, kite flying, visiting 

the Crystal Bridge, and dog walking and visiting the new dog park. (2)Frequent activities and 

events mentioned are art classes, yoga in the park, happy hours (at a new café), Tai-Chi in the 

park, and nutrition classes. (3)Seasonal activities and events include flower market, farmers' 

market, ice skating, holiday tree lighting, summer day camp and kid's activities, and holiday 

markets. (4)Special events are major art exhibits, fall plant sales, outdoor theaters, festivals, and 

concerts.  The most prominent of the special events is the spring Arts Festival.   
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The similarity in programming recommendations for the Central Park and Myriad 

Gardens suggests the importance of coordinated program management once the Central Park is 

in operation. 

 

O&M Costs for Central Park, Myriad Gardens, and Bicentennial Park 
 

The consultants" estimates of the expected O&M costs of Central Park and Myriad 

Gardens are presented, along with a brief review of how detailed estimates of maintenance costs 

are developed by experts.  The Central Park annual O&M estimate by Heargreaves is $2.0 

million, while the ETM estimate for the Myriad Gardens is $3.8 million. (This $3.8 million 

estimate does not involve totally new O&M costs; the city's actual expenditures on the Myriad 

Gardens and another smaller botanical facility in Will Rogers Park in FY2008-2009 were $1.8 

million.)   

During FY 2009-2010, the Bicentennial Park's O&M costs were $16,177.51 (Table 14).  

Given the constraints of its location in front of the Civic Center Music Hall, it is likely that the 

O&M costs of the renovated facility will not be substantially different from current costs.  The 

components of the park's current O&M costs are illustrative of the costs of maintaining a 

relatively small park facility.   This also illustrates the level of accounting detail maintained for a 

small but prominent facility. 
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Table 16: Bicentennial Park O&M costs, FY 2009-2010 

  Amount ($) 

General Spray  41.97 

Turf (establish and  149.82 

Tree removal (forestry)  1,090.90 

Tree pruning (forestry)  4,333.59 

Bed maintenance  4,626.40 

Fertilize  196.69 

Leaf removal  765.08 

Vandalism repair  222.35 

Mow  1,801.76 

Trim  1,265.35 

Irrigation system repair  1,682.97 

Total  16,177.51 
 

Estimates of annual O&M costs for Central Park and Myriad Gardens are summarized in 

Table 17.  The estimates for the Central Park are based on a design that is quite likely to be 

implemented.  The estimates for Myriad Gardens are based on the actual renovated facility; there 

is little uncertainty concerning that facility's characteristics.  As expected, given its sophisticated 

and intensive activities, the O&M costs of Myriad Gardens are substantially greater than is 

expected for the Central Park.  The tropical conservatory requires highly skilled personnel.  

 

Maintenance Costs 
The O&M budgets for the Central Park and Myriad Gardens consist of four parts: 

maintenance, park security, programming, and administration.  The maintenance component falls 

into place once the park's physical facilities are clearly defined.  Of course, maintenance also
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Table 17: Estimated Operation Budgets, Central Park and Myriad Botanical Gardens, 
Oklahoma City 

  Central 
Park ($) 

Central 
Park 

subtotal 
($) 

Myriad 
Gardens 
renovated 

($) 

Myriad 
Gardens 
renovated 
subtotal 
($) 

      

Park maintenance      

     Personnel costs  770,650  1,263,080  

     Maintenance expense  237,500  482,025  

     Contracted services  260,000  174,700  

          Total park maintenance   1,268,150  1,919,805

      

Park security  121,980 121,980 422,584 422,584

      

Park programming      

     Personnel costs  157,500  273,000  

     Program expenses  95,500  41,250  

          Total park programming   253,000  314,250

      

Park administration      

     Personnel costs  189,930  752,050  

     Administrative expenses  192,000  367,500  

          Total park administration    381,930  1,119,550

      

Estimated total annual budget   2,025,060  3,776,189

      

Source: See text.      
 

 

depends on park usage which is a function of programming and general park visitation—the 

more visits the more trashcans to be emptied, etc.  Central to estimating maintenance costs is an 

industrial management approach which classifies tasks and the units in which the tasks are 
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measured, applies time standards to the tasks, and develops an estimate of the annual frequency 

of the task's implementation. These task estimates apply to 25 separate cleaning and maintenance 

activities, 12 horticultural functions such as mowing turf and maintaining garden areas, and 6 

activities for offices and interior areas.32  The plan also included 2.5 pages of a detailed 

preliminary budget listing vehicles and equipment that will be needed for the Central Park, 

though the quantities and costs remained to be developed.33  

 The detailed nature of this estimation procedure is illustrated by the Hargreave analysis 

of the annual amount of time needed to empty trashcans.  The Central Park's 40 trash cans will 

each require 3 minutes to empty.  A complete emptying of trash cans will require 120 minutes or 

2 hours.  The 40 cans will need to be emptied 525 times a year (3 times a week in winter, twice 

daily May-October, and daily the rest of the year.)  Thus the total labor input per year to empty 

trash cans is 1,050 hours.  Applying this methodology to an extensive list of tasks results in a 

final estimate that park maintenance will require 29,542 hours.  Total cost then is based on 

estimates of hourly labor costs.   

 The Central Park consultant recommended that a majority of maintenance services be 

provided by regular staff in some form of uniform.  However, about one-fifth of maintenance 

costs were estimated to apply to contracted services.  Contracted services could include turf care, 

some horticultural care, cleaning and facility maintenance, and specialized tasks such as fountain 

maintenance.  Contracted services are likely to be less expensive and may not require the same 

level of associated maintenance facilities. 

 

 

                                                      
32 Hargreaves, pp. 21-22. 
33 Hargreaves, pp. 15-17. 
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Security, Programming, and Administrative Costs 
 

Unlike the methodology of estimating maintenance costs, there are no standard costs 

associated with either programming or administration.  Again, there is a substantial basis of 

experience behind the estimates for the Myriad Gardens.  For the Central Park, it is difficult to 

forecast the various components of visitor participation in park programs and in the park itself.  

It is also difficult to forecast the timing of the overall project.  For example, the Central Park 

construction's timing is likely to be speeded up if the decision is made to locate the MAPS 3 

convention center on adjacent land.     
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Chapter 7: Summary: Parks and the City's Revenue/Expenditure Gap 
 
 By definition, entirely new facilities such as the planned Central Park result—other 

things equal—in an increase in O&M costs.  An old facility may be renovated in such a way as 

to expand its range of functions.  This characterized the renovated Myriad Gardens.  Integrating 

substantial new O&M costs into the municipal budget always represents a challenge.  New costs 

associated with the renovated Bicentennial Park are not likely to be very large.   

 Whether great or small, the new O&M impacts fall largely on the city's General Fund 

budget.  In January 2011 the city released an extensive Five Year Forecast FY2012-2016 

analyzing the city's of the General Fund budget.34  The city forecasts General Fund revenue 

growing at an annual rate of 3.5 percent, with expenditures expected to grow 5.5 percent per 

year.  Both revenue and expenditure forecasts are based on detailed sub-forecasts of individual 

components of General Fund revenues and expenditures.   

 For the General Fund, sales and use taxes account for a little more than half the total 

receipts.  The use tax is a sales tax levied on goods purchased in other states.   Only 2.0 

percentage points of the city's 3.875 percent sales tax flow to the General Fund.  Of the balance 

of sales tax revenues, 1.0 percentage points goes to MAPS 3, 0.75 percentage points is for public 

safety (police and fire), and 0.125 percentage points is allocated to the zoo.   

The sales tax for the General Fund is projected to grow at 4.3 percent per year during 

normal times.  Additional General Fund sources and their estimated annual growth rates include 

other taxes (5.3 percent) and franchise fees (3.4 percent).    

                                                      
34 City of Oklahoma City, FiveYear Forecast FY 2012-2016, Jan. 25, 2011.  
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The forecasts imply that during the five-year forecast period, revenues to the General 

Fund will grow from $348.7 million to $413.9 million, while expenditures will grow from 

$333.4 million to $435.6 million.  After virtually breaking even in FY2012, the gap is projected 

to grow at a little more than $5 million per year.35 

 This revenue/expenditure gap exercise is useful to illustrate an important fiscal challenge 

faced by the City of Oklahoma City.   However, the exercise cannot become reality because state 

law does not permit cities to engage in deficit finance for their General Funds.  The gaps must be 

overcome with reductions in expenditures, increases in revenues, or use of reserves.  With no 

increases in revenues and limited reserves, this means that the city's General Fund expenditures 

will grow at the same rate as revenues, i.e. 3.5 percent per year.   

 On the revenue side of the equation, the city suggests four types of long-term revenue 

enhancements to close the gap.36  (1)Sales tax rates and base can be expanded.  Any measure for 

the sales tax is important because that tax accounts for half of General Fund revenues.  (2)Permit 

cities to have access to the property tax to finance operations.  Oklahoma is the only state in the 

nation that does not approve this revenue source.  (3)Raise fuel taxes which are shared with the 

state.  (4)Seek federal government policies to permit state and local jurisdictions to apply the 

sales tax to internet sales.   Of course, there is always the possibility that through good luck and 

effective economic development strategies, municipal revenues might rise at a greater-than-

forecast rate.   

 Given the fact that both the State of Oklahoma and especially the federal government 

both have their own revenue/expenditure gaps, it is not anticipated that the city will be 

experiencing major flows of intergovernmental revenue from either source.   

                                                      
35Five Year Forecast, FY2012-2016, p. 73. 
36 Five Year Forecast, FY2012-2016, p. 78 
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 Strategies to increase city revenues are always challenging.  Some require a vote of the 

people.  Others require strategies to speed up economic development.  And obtaining private 

sector funds is never an easy task.  But things are different on the expenditure side.  The 

Forecast report states: 

Expenditure control is the area where the City has the most flexibility and the most power 
to close the gap.  Since Personal Services are the majority of City costs, controlling the 
growth in this area will be a major key to maintaining financial balance.37 
 

Expenditure control may also involve a reallocation of the city's pattern of outlays on municipal 

services. The Forecast expands on this policy concept. 

Another option for City leaders is to consider reprioritizing City services.  Over time, 
City needs and priorities change.  Programs and services may be added or reduced based 
on community needs.  The City must continue to assess the need for specific services, 
evaluate operational efficiencies and consider the potential benefits and consequences of 
discontinuing some programs.38 
 

The difficult decisions implicit in reprioritizing are made explicit in a discussion of the 

implications of the revenue/expenditure gap for staffing at the departmental level.  

Many departments have identified significant needs, additional services or expanded 
initiatives that cannot be accomplished with current staffing and service levels.  Without 
additional staffing, departments will have to look at cutting current services to provide 
new or expanded services in other areas. . . .  In most cases identified in the forecast, 
either additional revenue will be needed to fund programs or other services will need to 
be reduced in order to provide the additional staffing required for these new or expanded 
programs.39 
 
Given this fiscal condition so well-described in the city's Five Year Forecast, what 

appear to be the implications of the increased O&M costs associated with the soon-to-reopen 

Myriad Botanical Gardens and the planned new Central Park?  Consulting studies by ETM and 

                                                      
37 Five Year Forecast, FY2012-2016, p. 74. 
38 Five Year Forecast, FY2012-2016, p. 74. 
39 Five Year Forecast, FY2012-2016, p. 78. 
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Hargreaves suggest around $2 million of additional O&M costs applying to each of the facilities. 

All of these increases in O&M costs apply to the Parks and Recreation Department.  

The city's ability to finance increases in O&M costs for renovated and new park facilities 

like Myriad Gardens and Central Park depends fundamentally on the growth of General Fund 

revenues.  During FY2012-2016, the fund is forecasted to grow at a rate of 3.5 percent per year.  

Thus, for that period, the expectation is for a $12 million to $14 million annual increase in 

General Fund revenues.  Again, with balanced budgets and no new revenue sources, that also 

means a similar increase in General Fund expenditures. The forecast of a $5 million per year 

increase in the city's revenue/expenditure gap is an important element in the fiscal environment 

because it is an indication of the intensity of competition for General Fund money among the 

city's various functions and departments.   

  The Parks and Recreation Department's expenditures in FY2010-2011 account for only 

6.2 percent of the General Fund's total budget.  Given all the other competing pressures on the 

General Fund, and given an environment with total annual revenue increases in the range of $12-

$14 million, it is unreasonable to assume that big blocks of new O&M costs for the Myriad 

Gardens and, later, for the Central Park could be absorbed in one year by cuts in budget 

allocations to other functions of municipal government.  Rather, the Parks and Recreation 

Department will probably face the pressure of handling a significant share of these new costs by 

shifting resources away from other functions.  

Both the annual revenue growth constraint and the revenue/expenditure gap are important 

features suggesting difficulties in the city's handling of new O&M costs.  However, there are at 

least three features which make it easier for the city to absorb new O&M cost elements without 

significant offsetting cuts in other activities.   
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First, Central Park has not yet been constructed and, given its scale, it may come on-line 

over a period of several fiscal years.  That, however, is not the case with the Myriad Gardens 

renovation which will probably open in mid-2011. 

Second, as pointed out above, maintenance costs are a necessary feature of O&M which 

depend largely on park design and expected usage. Maintenance costs are dependent upon 

relatively mechanical, routine, activities such as emptying trashcans.  However, there is a great 

deal more discretion regarding other major categories of O&M costs. Arguably, park security, 

programming, and administration are more easily controlled.  Programming may be expanded or 

contracted, and the scope and scale of administrative costs can be highly variable.   

Third, the City of Oklahoma City may need to "think outside the box" with respect to 

structuring the operations of some of the parks.  In other major cities around the nation such as 

Pittsburgh, the funding and management of major park facilities has been placed in the hands of 

public-private partnerships.  In their December 2010 plan for Myriad Gardens, consultants ETM 

Associates reviewed other cities' arrangements and proposed such a partnership for Oklahoma 

City.40  A new "Oklahoma City Parks Foundation" could be formed as a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) 

organization and would take the place of the current Myriad Gardens Foundation.  The new 

Foundation's Board of Trustees and Executive Director would manage the Myriad Gardens and 

up to three additional parks.  There would be a memorandum of understanding between the City 

of Oklahoma City and the Foundation.  A key responsibility of the Foundation would be 

fundraising generating a flow of private resources applied to parks along with the resources 

provided by the city.  Workers at the facilities would be city employees assigned to the 

Foundation, as well as some employed directly by the Foundation.   Given its proximity and 

                                                      
40 ETM Associates, pp. 79-81 
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potentially overlapping programs, the new Central Park is a natural candidate to operate under 

the aegis of an Oklahoma City Parks Foundation. 
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Appendix A:  Oklahoma City Parks, 2010 

Parks Listed on Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Website Master List 

Oklahoma City Park Name Location Facilities Ward Zip 
code 

Acres Date Est. 

Bicentennial Park  500 Couch Dr   6 73102 1.3   

Bluff Creek Park  W Hefner Rd & N Meridian  MB T 8 73120 299   

Bob Akers Park  2408 SE 11th St  P B BB PS 7 73129 5   

Britton Park  1301 NW 96th  P 2 73114 1.4   

Brock Park  1601 SW 25th  P 6 73108 35 1902 

Brookwood Park  9600 S Shartel Ave  P 5 73139 4.1   

Burton Park  9701 N Shartel  P 2 73114 1.6   

Corbin Park  4100 NW 12th  P 3 73107 2.4 1930 

Creston Hills Park  2240 NE 19th  BB P 7 73121 4.5 1928 

Crossroad Sports  Complex  9200 S Santa Fe Ave  B CR SC 4 73160 48   

Crown Heights Park  600 NW 38th  B P 2 73118 19.2 1912 

Denniston Park  3100 NW 25th  P 8 73107 3 1939 

Diggs Park  2201 N Coltrane Rd  RC B P RC 7 73121 20   

Dolese Youth Park  5105 NW 50th  B DG FISH P PS T 1 73122 151   

Dolphin Wharton Park  301 NE 63rd  B P BB 7 73105 20   

Douglas Park  500 NW 47th St  B P PS 2 73118 8.4 1911 

Douglass Park  900 Carverdale Dr  B BB G GC P RC SG SP PS 7 73117 120   

Draper Park (Capitol Hill)  99 SW 39th  B BB P T 6 & 7 73109 32 1911 

Dulaney Park  2931 NW 41st  P PS WP 8 73112 6   

E.B. Jeffrey Park  1600 N Meridian Ave  P SG PS BB 3 73107 4.2   

Earlywine Park  3033 SW 119th  FAC GC P SC T PS WP TC 5 73170 99   

Edgemere Park  3301 N Harvey  B P PS T FISH BB FB 2 73103 20 1928 

Edwards Park  1515 N Bryant Ave  B P PS 7 73117 49.1 1933 

Flower Garden Park  4701 N Classen Blvd  P PS BB 2 73118 4 1929 
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Frost Heights Park  2621 S Phillips Ave  Vacant 7 73129 1.5 1930 

Geraldine Park  3203 N Geraldine Ave  B P 1 73112 6.3   

Girvin Park  3400 NW 14th  B P PS 6 73107 5.9   

Glen Ellyn Park  2300 Glen Ellyn St  P 7 73111 2.5 1931 

Goodholm Park  2701 N Robinson Ave  P PS T TC 2 73103 6.3 1909 

Greens Tot-Lot  13044 Burlingame Ave  P 8 73120 0.1   

Harden Park  2801 Creston Dr  BB P 7 73111 no 
data

1929 

Harlow Park  4800 NW 19th  B P PS 3 73127 7.3   

Harvest Hills Park  8235 NW 104th  B P SG (2008) T PS BB 1 73162 4.5   

Hathaway Park  3730 S Lindsay Ave  PS BB T 7 73129 13.2   

Hefner Park  3301 NW Grand Blvd  B BB GC P RC TC DP PS FB 8 73116 31   

Highley Park  1948 NW 8th  P  6 73106 no 
data

1912 

Hiram Park  8200 Happy Lane  P 7 73084 8.7   

Hosea Vinyard Park  4201 S Walker Ave  BB P TC PS 6 73109 8.1   

J.B. Black Park  2121 N Council Rd  B P PS 1 73008 10   

Jack W. Cornett Park  3100 N Grove Ave  P TC PS 3 73122 5.5   

John F Kennedy Park  1824 NE 16th  B P 7 73111 8   

Lakeshore Estates Park  8121 W Lake Hefner  P 1 73120 0.6   

Lela Park  1801 N Lela Ave  B P T TC 3 73127 5   

Lightning Creek Park  801 SW 81st  SC 5 73139 34.6   

Lincoln Park  4600 N Martin Luther King 
Ave 

 GC P TC Sr Ctr PS EE WT 7 73111 22 1909 

Lippert Park  5500 S Shartel Ave  B P SG PS T 4 73109 3.8   

Lorraine Thomas Park  2350 S Independence  B P BB FS 6 73108 3.9   

Lytle Park  801 Greenvale Rd  B P PS 3 73127 5   

Macklanburg Park  2234 NW 117th  B G P RC TC SG SP 2 73120 10   

Mackleman Park  5501 Mackelman Dr. P  PS T TC P 4 73135 5.03   

Mark Twain Park  2402 NW 1st  P 6 73107 0.3   

Martin Park Nature Center  4700 W Memorial Rd  PS T SC 8 73142 140   
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May Park  2831 SW 34th  P 6 73119 no 
data

1929 

McCracken Park  425 SE 64th  P PS SG (2008) T TC BB 4 73149 9.1   

McKinley Park  1300 N McKinley Ave  B BB G P RC SC SG PS 6 73106 10 1933 

McMechan Park  1601 McMechan Pkwy  P PS T SC SG PS T TC  BB 7 73105 1.6 1931 

Meadowbrook Park  3800 NW 10th  P 3 73107 1.8 1930 

Melrose Park  7800 Melrose Lane  B BB G P PS RC SG 3 73127 9.1   

Memorial Park  1150 NW 36th Street  BB P SG TC T 2 73118 16 1922 

Merrel Medley Park  11100 S Pennsylvania Ave  B T SC 5 73170 18   

Mesta Park  1900 N Shartel Ave  P PS VB 2 73103 2.6   

Military Park  1200 NW 25th  P 2 73106 1.5 1926 

Minnis Lakeview Park  12520 NE 36th  BB G P PS RC T SP  7 73084 20   

North Highland Park  301 NW 81st  P SG BB  7 73114 2.5   

North Rotary Park  5708 N Tulsa  P SC TC PS 1 73112 18.5   

Northeast Center Park  1300 NE 33rd  P RC SP T PS BB 7 73111 6.7   

Oliver Park  3201 S Broadway Lane  T 6 73109 26 1923 

Overholser Park  2402 E Overholser Drive  TC P PS T  1 73127 no 
data

  

Pat Murphy Park  4500 W Hefner Rd  P 8 73120 13   

Manuel Perez Park  301 SW 14th  P 6 73109 no 
data

  

Phillips Park  2808 N Prospect Ave  P PS BB 7 73111 4   

Pied Piper Park  10100 N University Ave  P BB B 2 73114 6.1   

Pilot Center Park  1435 NW 2nd  G P RC 6 73106 1.1 1948 

Pitts Park  1920 N Kate Ave  BB G P RC TC B 7 73111 12.5   

Prairie Dog Park  W Lake Hefner Dr None 1 73120 no 
data

  

Progressive Community Park  10513 NE 43rd  P 7 73084 12.5   

Quail Creek Park  11102 Quail Creek Rd  P T PS 8 73120 11   

Red Andrews Park  720 NW 8th  G P 6 73102 2.3   

Redlands Park  1423 NW 141st  P PS 8 73013 10.4   
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Reed Park  1217 N May Ave  P SG (2008) TC 6 73107 3 1912 

Regatta Park  701 S Lincoln Blvd 
(Boathouse) 

  7 73129 no 
data

  

River Park (Elm Grove)  800 S Agnew Ave  S 6 73108 no 
data

  

Ross Park  2700 NW 62nd  BB P PS T TC 2 73112 9.6   

Rotary Playground Park  416 SE 15th  B BB P 7 73129 no 
data

  

Route 66 Park FISH    (2008)  3350 W Overholser Dr,  P PS T SK A RR P 1 73008 150   

Schilling Park  601 SE 25th  B BB G P RC SG PS T 7 73129 22.4   

Sellers Park  8301 S Villa Ave  B G P PC SC SG SP TC PS T BB PS 
T BB 

5 73159 10   

Shallow Brook Park  4901 S Shallow Brook Dr  B P PS T 4 73129 10   

Siler Park  2500 SW 95th  B P PS 5 73159 4.9   

Smitty Park  2400 NW 44th  B P T PS 2 73112 15   

South Lakes Park  4302 SW 119th  BB FISH P PS SC T SK 3 73173 158   

South Rotary Park  1604 SW 15th St,   P B TC BB 6 73108 40   

Southern Oaks Park  6818 S Walker Ave  B G P RC BB SC 5 73139 21.2   

Sparrow Park  300 NW 30th  P 2 73118 2.6 1909 

Stars & Stripes Park  3701 S Lake Hefner  P S T PZ RR PS BB 1 & 2 73116 no 
data

  

Straka Park  1203 SW 84th  SC 5 73159 34.6   

Swatek Park  2301 NW 29th  B P PS 2 73107 4 1907 

Syl Goldman Park  5333 S Independence Ave  B P T 3 73119 22.2   

Taylor Park  1113 SW 70th  P PS RC SP SG (2008) T BB PS 5 73139 7.2   

Ted Reynolds Park  2899 W Reno Ave   6 73107 11   

Tinsley Park  3300 NW 65th  P PS 8 73116 2.8   

Top O’ Town Park  2102 S Everest Ave  B BB P T 7 73129 4.2   

Trosper Park  2300 SE 29th St  GC P PS Archery BMX Horse T 7 73129 366 1909 

Tulsa Park  2500 S Tulsa Ave  P SC PS T BB 3 73108 9.74   

Washington Park  400 N High Ave  BB F P PS SC 7 73117 19 1924 

Wayman Park  1900 N Drexel Blvd  P 6 73107 1.5   
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Wheeler Park  1120 S Western Ave  P SB Rugby T 6 73108 43 1902 

Wiley Post Park  S. Robinson & SE 17th st  P PC PS SG SK BB T 6 73109 36 1925 

Will Rogers Park  N. Portland & NW 33rd st  AT DG FAC Gardens Sr. Center TC 
PS P 

1 & 2 73112 122 1912 

Woodrun Park  4 N Willowood Dr. P  P 3 73099 12   

Woodson Park  3028 SW 36th  B DG G P PS S SP Sr. Center T F 3 73112 125 1909 

Youngs Park  4610 S Youngs  P SG PS 4 73119 8.4   

Zachary Taylor Park  633 NW 52nd St  WT 2 73118 4.3   
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Parks Not listed on Oklahoma City Parks and Recreation Website Master List 
Park Name Address Facilities Ward Zip  Acres 
Alice Harn   NW 14th and Classen WT 6 73106 4.8
Culbertson NE 13th and Stonewall None 7 73117 1
Dean A. McGee NW 111th and Shartel Could not find park 2 73114 0.92
E.W. Perry Park NE 48th  and Lottie  P Benches 7 73111 2.3
Foster Center 622 NE 4th Community Center 7 73104 0.7
Guilchester W Wilshire Blvd & Elmwood Ave. WT  8 73116 No 

data
Kerr Park Broadway and Robert S Kerr AT 7 73102 0.6
L.D. Lacy Park  NE 43rd and Woods None 7 73111 1.7
Lake Stanley Draper E Lake Stanley Draper dr & S Westminster P PS T Lake 4 73165 No 

data
Mayfair Park May and NW 43rd None 2 73112 1.7
McNabb Park  NE 33rd & Kelley Benches 7 73111 1.5
Myriad Gardens Reno and Robinson Under Construction 6 73102 17
Nichols Court NE 18th and Culbertson None 7 73105 1
Rhode Island NE 66th and Rhodes Island None 7 73111 1.7
Rockwell Park  600 N Rockwell Firestation and greenspace only 3 73127 2.3
Saint Clair Park N St. Clair and NW 22nd P 6 73107 0.6
Stinchcomb Wildlife Refuge N Stinchcomb & NW 50th & River Rd Benches 1 73099 1054
Stiles Circle Park NE 4th and Harrison None 7 73104 0.7
Unnamed Park NW 122nd and Western None 2 73114 7.7
Winans Park  NW 20th and Broadway None 7 73103 3
Woodland Park  46th and Lincoln None 7 73105 6.7
Lions Children's Park Hefner Lake Shore P PS 8 73120   
Campbell Park Broadway and Park T Benches 6 73104   
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Table 18: Park Facilities Legend 

Abbreviation   Facility 

F  football field 

FISH  fishing 

GC  golf course 

MB  mountain bike trail 

PS  picnic shelter 

RC  recreation center 

S  softball field 

SG  sprayground 

SOC  soccer complex 

Sr. C  senior center 

TC  tennis court 

WT  walking trail 

B  baseball field 

CR  cricket 

DP  dog park 

FAC  family aquatic center 

G  gymnasium 

Gd  gardens 

P  playground 

PZ  plaza 

RR  rest room 

SC  soccer field 

SK  skatepark 

SP  swimming pool 

T  trail 

VB  volley ball 
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Appendix B: Organizations Adopting Specific Oklahoma City Parks, 2010 
 
Ward Park Name Park Address Adopting Group Contact       

Last Name 
First 
Name 

Phone 

2 38th St. Promenade median on 38th St. between 
Classen & Western 

Helm Farm N.A.       

6 Alice Harn Park 1500 Classen Dr. Historical Preservation Inc. Lawson Chris 600-2342 

6 Bicentennial Plaza Between City Hall & Civic 
Ctr 

Daughters of the American 
Revolution 

Woods Pendleton 524-9676 

6 Campbell Park Park Place & N. Broadway OKC Community Foundation Dougherty Brian 235-5603 

6 Classen Blvd.--triangle median on West 
side of Classen at N.W. 17th 

Classen Blvd.--triangle 
median on West side of 
Classen at N.W. 17th 

Gatewood Historic District, Inc. Seefeldt Janet H 525-9441; C 640-6163 

2 Classen Median from N.W. 86 - N.W. 88 Same Praxis College Fountain, 
R.N. 

Andre 879-0224; W 879-0088 

1 Council Rd. from Wilshire to 63rd St. Same River Bend H.O.A. Snoddy Jack 621-1171 

2 Crown Heights Park N.W. 38th & Shartel Crown Heights/Edgemere Heights 
H.O.A. 

Reeves Sharon 528-2967 

2 Denniston Park N.W. 25th & Drexel Denniston Park N.A. Jordan John 943-3930 

1 Dolese Park-Disc Golf Area N.W. 50th & Meridian Oklahoma Disc Golf Assoc. Kaspereit Cameron 949-9099 

7 Dolphin Wharton Park N.E. 63rd & Braniff Wildewood Hills Heights Jordan C/O 
Mr. Daniel 
Elliott 

Jackie 962-1823; H 842-2461 

2 Douglas Park N.W. 45th & Walker Douglas Edgemere N.A.  Miller Boyle Dianne 528-8988 

7 Douglass Park N.E. 10th and Frederick 
Douglass Ave. 

The Men Association Foundation of 
OKC 

Martin David 557-7859 

6 Drexel median (N.W. 16 - 23rd); N.W. 
19th Median (3100 to 3400 blocks); 
Wayman Park & triangle median NE of 
Wayman Park 

Linwood Area Linwood Place N.A. Freeman Jennifer 943-5432 
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3 E.B. Jeffrey Park and spray ground N.W. 16th & Meridian Oklahoma County Juvenile Bureau Neal, Comm. 
Service 
Coord. 

Cornelius 713-6697 

5 Earlywine Tennis Center Flowerbeds S.W. 119th & May, at 
tennis center 

  Henry Steve 691-5430 

2 Edgemere Park and flowerbeds 
(including sign bed in SE area of park) 

3301 N. Harvey Edgemere Park Preservation, Inc. Cawley Jenifer 525-0017 

7 Edwards Park N.E. 14th & Bryant Redeemer Lutheran Church Logan Ted 769-7735 

6 Florence Park 800 N.W. 15th Historical Preservation Inc. Lawson Chris 600-2342 

2 Flower Garden Park N.W. 46th & Classen Northwest/Casady Kiwanis Club Heffron Bob 782-4394 

2 Flower Garden Park (flowerbed) N.W. 47th & Classen Woodland Park N.A. Clay Marquette 520-4422 

2 Flowerbed at 36th & Robinson 36th & Robinson Edgemere Park Preservation, Inc. Cawley Jenifer 525-0017 

1 Geraldine Park N.W. 32nd & Geraldine Apogon Garden Club Treat Diana 942-2534 

7 Glen Ellyn Park NE 22 & Glen Ellyn Eastside Capitol Gateway Reid Wayne 370-0305 

2 Goodholm Park N.W. 26th & Robinson McGee Family McGee Ed 270-1388 

2 Grand Blvd. & N. Western Median S.E. Corner Median David S. Sapper, Inc. Sapper David S. 974-0803 

2 Grand Pointe Condominiums 6500 N. Grand Blvd. Grand Pointe H.O.A. Stephenson Larry 842-2854 

3 Harlow Park Easement E. of Ann Arbor on NW 
19th 

Harlow Park Easement H.O. Padgett Earl 681-9146 

2 Historic Brookhaven Neighborhood Lombardy and North 
Western 

Historic Brookhaven N.A., Inc. Sapper David 974-0803 

1 Hobie Point, Lake Hefner, just west 
of the YMCA Sailing Center 

Hobie Point, Lake 
Hefner 

Hobie Point Yacht Club & Lake 
Hefner Boat Owners Association 
(LHBOA) 

Garey Kathy 848-2471 Ext. 21 

1 Hobie Point, Lake Hefner, southeastern 
Shore (S. side of lake, YMCA boat rental 
area) 

Same YMCA Sailing at Lake Hefner Rogers Bill 751-6363; F 752-2931 
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1 J.B. Black Park N.W. 22nd & Council Oklahoma County Juvenile Bureau Neal, Comm. 
Service 
Coord. 

Cornelius F 713-6697 

1 Lake Hefner -- Prairie Dog Point SW side of lake, behind 
soccer & ball fields 

OKC Audubon Society Velte Pat 751-5263 

1 Lake Hefner Breakwater Area S. of Point 13 to Marina 
Del Ray 

OKC Power & Sail Squadron Roeseler Ron 524-2099 

1 Lake Hefner Sailboard Park, Point 1 
(north beach, 1st point s. of dam, 
sailboard area) & Point 2 (south beach) 

East side of dam Central OK Boardsailing Assoc. Robertson Bruce 751-4077 

1 Lake Hefner Trails (all trails) Hefner Parkway & Grand 
Blvd. 

OKC Landrunners Club   Jim 747-7283 

4 Lake Stanley Draper Marina 
Playground area 

Lake Stanley Draper REACH-Boeing Organization Self Steven 734-5327 

1 Lakeshore Park West side of Lake, East 
side of Lakeshore Dr. by 
docks & pier 

Abernathy Family Abernathy Jim & 
Susan 

843-5030; f 843-6745 

4 Mackleman Park S.E. 54th & Mackleman   Fried Jack W 671-2813; F 670-0649 

8 Martin Park Nature Center 5000 W. Memorial Friends of Martin Park Mackiewicz Donna 359-9725 

6 May Ave.  Medians from N.W. 8th to 
Gen'l Pershing  (7 median flowerbeds) 

Same Oklahoma State Fair Allen, Asst. 
Gen. Mgr. 

Bill C 1st - 520-3518; W - 
948-6740 

6 May Ave. & N.W. 5th (2 median 
flowerbeds) 

May Ave. & N.W. 5th (2 
median flowerbeds) 

Great Plains Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Monsey Cari 280-2201 

2 Mayfair Medians (NW 43-47 on Mayfair 
Dr. E. Side of May Ave.) & canna bed in 
Mayfair Park @ corner of NW 43rd & 
May 

Same Mayfair Heights N.A. Hanson Marilyn 946-1110 

4 McKinley Park N.W. 12th & McKinley Lambda Chi Alpha McWilliams Matthew 640-1619 

3 Meadowbrook Park N.W. 10th & Quapah Smith Farm & Garden Smith Ken 946-9828; f 946-8659; w  

3 Melrose Park and sprayground 7800 Melrose Lane Res Care Agency of Oklahoma Stone Alicia 787-4950 

2 Memorial Park NW 35 & Classen Northwest/Casady Kiwanis Club Heffron Bob 782-4394 

2 Military park NW 24th & Classen Lambda Chi Alpha McWilliams Matthew 640-1619 
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6 N. Miller Blv. 10-16th & NW 12 Villa-
May 

N. Miller Blv. 10-16th & 
NW 12 Villa-May 

Miller N.A. Hall Bruce 823-6078 

7 N.E. 10th St. to N.E. 12th St. and I-35 same (tree grant)   Rolfe Rodia 424-3044 

6 N.W. 10th & Penn (flowerbed at 
intersection) 

N.W. 10th & Penn 
(flowerbed at intersection) 

Avenue to Peace Richards Mike W 524-4000; F 524-4020 

6 N.W. 14th Median (900 block) 900 Block of N.W. 14th Historical Preservation Inc. Lawson Chris 600-2342 

6 N.W. 16 to N.W. 23rd on Youngs Blvd. 
(Median Flowerbeds) 

Beds located at N.W. 
23/Youngs, N.W. 
17/Youngs 

Las Vegas Neighborhood Association Wester Jonathan H - 601-9793; C - 301-
5155 

6 N.W. 19 Median (3400 block) N.W. 19 Median (3400 
block) 

Apogon Garden Club Treat Diana 942-2534 

3 N.W. 19th & Portland Flower Beds (at 
neighborhood sign) 

Same Musgrave Pennington N.A.       

6 N.W. 19th Blvd. Between Portland & 
Meridian 

Same Musgrave Pennington N.A.       

6 N.W. 22 & Quapah (Small island) Same Musgrave Pennington N.A.       

6 N.W. 23rd & Classen (small median bed) Same The Classen Luxury Apartments Marple Rebekah 601-3333; Fax 605-3089 

6 N.W. 23rd & Drexel (median) N.W. 23rd & Drexel 
(median) 

Dr. Glenn Ashmore Ashmore Glenn 949-0123; f 949-00062 

3 N.W. 23rd & Meridian Same Musgrave Pennington N.A.       

2 N.W. 29th & Paseo St. median Same Paseo Arts District, Inc. Belt John 840-1826; f 840-2943 

2 N.W. 36 & Walker (N.W. Corner) Same Crown Heights/Edgemere Heights 
H.O.A. 

Reeves Sharon 528-2967 

2 N.W. Expressway Medians from May 
Ave. to Mosteller Pl. (in front of The 
First State Bank) 

Same The First State Bank Morrow Stephanie 778-6578 

6 O'Neil Park Triangle at intersection 
Shartel/13th/Classen Dr. 

O'Neil Park Triangle at 
intersection 
Shartel/13th/Classen Dr. 

Historical Preservation Inc. Lawson Chris 600-2342 

2 PAW Park 3303 N.W. Grand Blvd. PAW OK Bobzien Don 782-4293wk/751-3494 
day 

6 Perle Mesta Park and flowerbed N.W. 18th & Lee Mesta Park N.A. Schuelein J.B. 525-2059; 301-6822 
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7 Perry Park N.E. 48th and Lottie Quayle United Methodist Church Moore LaTonia 314-4761; W 424-2770 

7 Phillips Park NE 27th & Prospect Order of the Eastern Star 
Jephthah's Daughter, Chapter 
#108 

Norton Patricia 405-474-6123 

2 Putnam Heights Medians (McKinley NW 
34-39 & Classen-Blackwelder on NW 35) 

Same Putnam Heights Preservation Area  Kvale Erik C 812-340-3218 

6 Red Andrews Park 8th & N. Shartel Midtown N.A. & St. Anthony 
Hospital 

Murrell Ray 232-5607; C 249-7224 

6 Reed Park & Sprayground N.W. 12 & May Oklahoma County Juvenile Bureau Neal, Comm. 
Service 
Coord. 

Cornelius F 713-6697 

6 Robinson Medians (N.W. 16 - N.W. 
23rd) 

Robinson Medians (N.W. 
16 - N.W. 23rd) 

Historical Preservation Inc. Lawson Chris 600-2342 

2 Ross Park 62nd & Miller FBIR Neighborhood Association Thomson Marilyn 840-3101; F 842-3843 

1 Rotary Park 56th NW Tulsa Missionaries for the Church of Latter-
day Saints 

Connelly Tom 520-4244 

1 Route 66 Park 3350 W. Overholser Dr. Farmers Insurance NDC Imaging       

6 S.W. 5th & May Ave. S.W. 5th & May Ave. Doffing N.A. Dunn Dana 469-323-6947 

2 Shartel Medians (N.W. 36 - N.W. 42) Same Crown Heights/Edgemere Heights 
H.O.A. 

Reeves Sharon 528-2967; F 528-5743 

6 Shartel Medians (NW 14-18/18-Classen) Same Shartel Blvd. Development Authority 
LLC 

      

2 Smitty Park N.W. 44th & Billen Apogon Garden Club Treat Diana 942-2534 

2 Stars & Stripes Park Lakeshore Dr. & N. 
Portland 

OKC Jaycees Hudson, 
Pres. 

Jennifer 236-3222 

1 Stinchcomb Wildlife Refuge NW of Lake Overholser Northwest OKC Rotary  Brinker David 943-4413 

1 Surrey Hills Blvd. medians Surrey Hills Blvd. from 
NW Expressway to 
Hackney 

Home and Garden Club Morris Bud 373-3617 

2 Swatek Park N.W. 30th & Youngs   Pansze Bernt D - 943-8815; O - 
9483858 
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5 Taylor Park, flowerbeds at entrance 1115 S.W. 70th Taylor Park N.A. McPhail Deborah 631-8134 

3 Tulsa Park S.W. 23rd & Tulsa Ave. Riverpark N.A. Daniel Jeanna 519-2188; W 869-9354; F 
685-0554 

2 Venice Blvd. (NW 27 - NW 30) Same Cleveland N.A. Martin Dan 642-7412 

7 Washington Park N.E. 4th & High Destiny Urban Academy Price Juan W 235-4599; F 232-0932 

2 Wileman's Belle Isle Entry West side of Penn on NW 56 
Terr (E.M. on S of 56 Ter, 
S.M. on N of 56 Ter) 

Wileman's Belle Isle N.A. Champlin Kitty   

2 Wileman's Eighth Entry and city pump 
station property at corner of N.W. 56th 
Terrace & Virginia & S.E. corner & bed 
facing Penn Ave. 

N.W. 56 Terr. & Penn     (E 
of Penn in Median) & S.E. 
corner & bed facing Penn. 
Ave. 

Wileman's 8th N.A. Black Klee 210-6747 

6 Wiley Post Park S.W. 17th & Robinson Capitol Hill Elementary Morris Laura 235-3531; F 231-2040 

2 Will Rogers Garden Exhibition Center, 
Legacy Garden 

3400 N.W. 36th Oklahoma Horticultural Society Anderson Marianna 495-2430 

2 Will Rogers Park ( flower bed on N.W. 
36th & Portland) 

3400 N.W. 36th Late Bloomers Tabor Shirley 390-4788; C 202-9347 

2 Will Rogers Park flowerbeds (Herb 
Garden bed located near gazebo) 

3400 N.W. 36th Oklahoma City Herb Society Arndt Monica 699-2600 

7 Winan's Park N.W. 21st & Broadway Heritage Hills East N.A. Ice Randal 525-1095 

2 Winter Dr./ N.W. 31 to Venice Same Winter Drive Residents Fowler Stephen 943-0396 

7 Woodland Park N.E. 46th & Lincoln Local Heat Hayes Marcus 313-7128; W 769-7803 

3 Woodrun Park 4 N. Willowood Dr. Girl Scout Troop 848 Schlesinger Nina 924-1232 

2 Zachary Taylor Park 633 N.W. 52nd St. Zachary Taylor N.A. Machell Gayla H 848-3447; C - 203-
0035; W - 557-0049 
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Appendix C: Proposed Central Park Operating Budget 
 

Table 19: Proposed Central Park Operating Budget 

PROPOSED CENTRAL 
PARK 

    

Estimated Operating 
Budget  

FTE  Annual 
Cost 

Total Cost  Comments 

(first full year of 
operations)  

     

      

Park Maintenance      

Personnel Costs      

Park Supervisor 2 $57,750.00 $115,500.00  2 supervisors @ $57,750 each 

Admin Assistant #1  1 $31,500.00 $31,500.00  25% of Admin 1 Staff ("back-office" staff) 

Park Foreman  2 $28,000.00 $56,000.00  Facility maintenance & park maintenance; 

Maintenance Crew 
Chief  

1 $36,750.00 $36,750.00   

Crew Chief & Handy 
Man   

1 $36,750.00 $36,750.00   

Park Maintenance Staff  8 $28,000.00 $224,000.00  General clean-up @ $28,000 each 

Part-time Maintenance 
Staff  

10 $12,000.00 $120,000.00  5 month seasonal for 40hrs/week @ $15/hr 

Payroll Taxes & 
Benefits  

  $150,150.00  30% of personnel costs except part-time; 12% for part-time 
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Subtotal In-house Personnel 
Costs 

  $770,650.00  

      

Maintenance Expenses      

First year materials & 
supplies  

  $25,000.00  Small tools, uniforms, chairs, recreation equipment, rodent control, see 
Figure 1.3.2 @ 85% 

First year small 
equipment costs1 

  $50,000.00  Mowers, small utility carts, powerwashers, trimmers, backpack 
blowers, 

Replacement Plants    $10,000.00  Estimated cost for plant replacement - damaged plants not covered by 
warranty 

Off-site Storage Yard    $7,500.00   

Vehicle Repair    $10,000.00   

Water    $10,000.00  Irrigation, fountains 

Electrical    $85,000.00  Power for site lighting, fountains, fountains 

Fountain Maintenance    $40,000.00  Lights, chemicals and daily personnel 

Subtotal Maintenance 
Expenses  

   $237,500.00  

      

Contracted Services      

Contracted Landscaping 
Services  

 $75,000.00  Horticultural-turf care, cleaning, tree maintenance, etc. 

Contracted Janitorial 
Services  

  $35,000.00  Restrooms & bldgs 4,500 hrs @ $9.35/hr, Field supervision 1,500 hrs 
@ $17.25/hr 

Contracted Maintenance 
Services  

 $135,000.00  HVAC, fountains, electrical, plumbing, general building maintenance, 
irrigation etc. 
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Art Conservation    $15,000.00  For minor repair to all art work. 

Subtotal Contracted 
Services  

   $260,000.00  

Park Security      

Contracted Security 
Officers 

  $91,980.00  Contracted security officer Mon - Sun 12hrs @ $21.00/hr from 6:00 
pm to 6:00 am 

Contracted Security 
Supervision  

  $30,000.00  Contracted field security supervision 1,000 hrs @ $30.00/hr 

Subtotal Park Security    $121,980.00  

      

Park Administration      

      

Personnel Costs      

Park Director  1 $84,000.00 $84,000.00   

Administrative Staff #1   0.5 $32,000.00 $16,000.00  Admin 1 ("back-office" admin) dedicated 50% to Park Administration 

PT    $23,000.00   

PT Volunteer 
Coordinator  

0.75 $30,800.00 $23,100.00  3 day/week part-time position (+/- 25 hours per week) 

Indirect Expenses    $43,830.00  30% of personnel costs except part-time; 12% for part-time 

Subtotal Personnel 
Expenses  

   $189,930.00  
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Administrative 
Expenses 

     

Materials & supplies    $15,000.00   

Other Office 
Operations  

  $25,000.00  Copier service; ISP; computer network; small equipment, etc. 

Professional Fees    $18,500.00  Legal, Accounting - tax prep, audit, etc. 

Bookkeeper    $32,000.00  Prepares monthly financial statements for board; coordinates with 
auditor 

Insurance    $75,000.00   

Phone    $6,500.00  Phone lines and internet 

Misc Expenses   $20,000.00   

Subtotal Admin 
Expenses 

   $192,000.00  

      

Total Cost for Basic 
Services  

   $1,772,060.00  

      

Park Programming      

Program Director  1 $48,000.00 $48,000.00   

Event Coordinator 1 $33,500.00 $33,500.00   

Administrative Staff #1  0.5 $32,000.00 $16,000.00  Admin 2 (receptionist) free time dedicated 100% to Programming 

Part-time field staff 3 $20,000.00 $60,000.00  To support event set-up 
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Payroll Taxes & 
Benefits  

  $47,250.00  30% of personnel costs except part-time; 12% for part-time 

Subtotal Personnel 
Costs  

   $157,500.00  

      

Publicity    $15,000.00   

Development Misc. 
Expenses  

  $6,250.00   

Phone    $2,000.00  Ice rink phone service 

Materials & Supplies    $15,000.00   

Merchandise Costs    $10,000.00  Initial acquisition of merchandise 

Subtotal Program 
Expenses  

   $95,500.00  

      

ESTIMATED TOTAL 
BUDGET 

   $2,025,060.00  

      

1Does not include capital expenditures for vehicles such as packer, pickup trucks, van, forklift, bobcat, front end loader, etc. 

Source: Hargreaves Associates, Oklahoma City Central Park Concept 
Plan, Aug. 2009 
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